CHAPTER 1

Summary of Recommendations
ii) The operational modalities are outlined
in paras 5.36 to 5.41.

Finances of Union and States
1.

2.

3.

The Ministry of Finance (MoF) should
ensure that the finance accounts fully reflect
the collections under cesses and surcharges
as per the relevant heads, so that there are
no inconsistencies between the amounts
released to states in any year and the
respective percentage shares in net central
taxes recommended by the Finance
Commission for that year.
(Para 4.33)
The states need to address the problem of
losses in the power sector in a time-bound
manner.
(Para 4.38)

iii) The proposed agreement between the
Centre and states, with contingencies for
changes, is in paras 5.49 to 5.51.
iv) The disincentives for non-compliance
are described in Para 5.52.
v) The implementation schedule is
described in paras 5.57 to 5.59.
vi) The
procedure
for
claiming
compensation is in Para 5.60.
(Para 5.48)
6.

Initiatives should be taken to reduce the
number of Centrally Sponsored Schemes
(CSS) and to restore the predominance of
formula-based plan transfers.
(Para 4.56)

4.

A calibrated exit strategy from the expansionary
fiscal stance of 2008-09 and 2009-10 should
be the main agenda of the Centre.
(Para 4.62)

(paras 5.54 and 5.55)

Goods and Services Tax
5.

Both the Centre and the states should
conclude a ‘Grand Bargain’ to implement the
Model GST. The Grand Bargain comprises
six elements:
i)

The design of the Model GST is
suggested in paras 5.25 to 5.35.

Any GST model adopted must be consistent
with all the elements of the Grand Bargain.
To incentivise implementation of the Grand
Bargain, this Commission recommends
sanction of a grant of Rs. 50,000 crore. The
grant would be used to meet the
compensation claims of State Governments
for revenue losses on account of
implementation of GST between 2010-11 and
2014-15, consistent with the Grand Bargain.
Unspent balances in this pool would be
distributed amongst all the states, as per the
devolution formula, on 1 January 2015.

7.

The Empowered Committee of State Finance
Ministers (EC) should be transformed into
a statutory council. The compensation
should be disbursed in quarterly instalments
on the basis of the recommendations by a
three-member Compensation Committee
comprising of the Secretary, Department of
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Revenue, Government of India; Secretary to
the EC and chaired by an eminent person
with experience in public finance.

ii) The states should use the flexibility
provided by the Comptroller and
Auditor General (C&AG) to clear the
backlog of PSU accounts.
(Para 7.95)

(Para 5.60)
8.

9.

In the unlikely event that a consensus with
regard to implementing all the elements of the
Grand Bargain cannot be achieved and the
GST mechanism finally adopted is different
from the Model GST suggested by us, this
Commission recommends that this amount
of Rs. 50,000 crore shall not be disbursed.
(Para 5.62)

iii) All states need to draw up a roadmap for
closure of non-working PSUs by March
2011. Divestment and privatisation of
PSUs should be considered and actively
pursued.
(paras 7.95 and 7.97)
iv) The Ministry of Corporate Affairs should
closely monitor the compliance of state
and central PSUs with their statutory
obligations.
(Para 7.95)

The states should take steps to reduce the
transit time of cargo vehicles crossing their
borders by combining checkposts with
adjoining states and adopting user-friendly
options like electronically issued passes for
transit traffic.
(Para 5.47)

v) A task force may be constituted to design
a suitable strategy for disinvestment/
privatisation and oversee the process. A
Standing Committee on restructuring
may be constituted under the
chairmanship of the Chief Secretary to
operationalise the recommendations of
the task force. An independent technical
secretariat may be set up to advise the
finance departments in states on
restructuring/disinvestment proposals.

Union Finances
10.

The policy regarding use of proceeds from
disinvestment needs to be liberalised to also
include capital expenditure on critical
infrastructure and the environment.
(Para 6.46)

11.

Records of landholdings of PSUs need to be
properly maintained to ensure that this
scarce resource is put to productive use, or
made available for other public projects, or
else, sold.
(Para 6.48)

State Finances
12.

The practice of diverting plan assistance to
meet non-plan needs of special category
states should be discontinued.
(Para 7.79)

13.

With reference
undertakings:
i)

to

public

sector

All states should endeavour to ensure
clearance of the accounts of all their
Public Sector Undertakings (PSUs).
(Para 7.95)
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(Para 7.98)
14.

With reference to the power sector:
i)

Reduction of Transmission and
Distribution (T&D) losses should be
attempted through metering, feeder
separation, introduction of High Voltage
Distribution Systems (HVDS), metering
of distribution transformers and strict
anti-theft measures. Distribution
franchising and Electricity Services
Company (ESCO)-based structures
should be considered for efficiency
improvement.
(Para 7.114)

ii) Unbundling needs to be carried out on
priority basis and open access to
transmission strengthened. Governance
should be improved through State Load
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Dispatch Centres (SLDCs) and this
function should eventually be made
autonomous.
(Para 7.116)

public account and the consolidated fund
should be provided as a separate annex
to the finance accounts of the states.
(Para7.131)

iii) Proper systems should be put in place
to avoid delays in completion of hydro
projects.
(Para 7.117)

iii) Public expenditure through creation of
funds outside the consolidated fund of
the states needs to be discouraged.
Expenditure through such funds and
from civil deposits should be brought
under the audit jurisdiction of the C&AG.
(paras 7.132 and 7.133)

iv) Instead of putting up thermal power plants
in locations remote from sources of coal,
states should consider joint ventures (JVs)
in or near the coal-rich states.
(Para 7.119)

iv) The following statements need to be
provided with the finance accounts of
states:

v) Case 1 bid process should be extensively
used to avoid vulnerability to high-cost
purchases during peak demand periods.

a) Comprehensive data on all subsidies.
(Para 7.135)

(Para 7.120)

b) Consolidated information on the
number of employees at each level,
along with the commitment on salary.
This statement should also include
information on employees and their
salary where such expenditure is
shown as grants or booked under
other expenditure.

vi) Regulatory institutions should be
strengthened through capacity building,
consumer education and tariff reforms
like Multi Year Tariff (MYT). Best
practices of corporate governance should
be introduced in power utilities.
(Para 7.121)
15.

16.

c) Details of maintenance expenditure.

(Para 7.122)

(Para 7.138)

States with large cash balances should make
efforts towards utilising these before
resorting to fresh borrowings.
(Para 7.127)

17.

(Para 7.136 & 7.137)

Migration to the New Pension Scheme needs
to be completed at the earliest.

With reference to accounting reforms:
i)

The Government of India (GoI) should
ensure uniformity in the budgetary
classification code across all states. The
list of appendices to the finance accounts
of states also needs to be standardised.
(paras 7.129 and 7.134)

ii) Details of contra-entries as well as the
summary of transactions between the

Sharing of Union Tax Revenues
18.

The share of states in net proceeds of
shareable central taxes shall be 32 per cent
in each of the financial years from 2010-11
to 2014-15. Under the Additional Duties of
Excise (Goods of Special Importance) Act,
1957, all goods were exempted from payment
of duty from 1 March 2006. Following this,
the Centre had adjusted the basic duties of
excise on sugar and tobacco products. In
view of these developments, the states’ share
in the net proceeds of shareable central taxes
shall remain unchanged at 32 per cent, even
in the event of states levying sales tax (or
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Value Added Tax (VAT)) on these
commodities.

Table 1.1: Inter se Shares of States
States

(paras 8.17 and 8.18)
19.

In the event of notification of the 88 th
Amendment to the Constitution and
enactment of any legislation following such
notification, it should be ensured that the
revenue accruing to a state under the
legislation should not be less than the share
that would accrue to it, had the entire
service tax been part of the shareable pool
of central taxes.
(Para 8.19)

20.

The Central Government should review the
levy of cesses and surcharges with a view to
reducing their share in its gross tax revenue.
(Para 8.20)

21.

The indicative ceiling on overall transfers to
states on the revenue account may be set at 39.5
per cent of gross revenue receipts of the Centre.
(Para 8.21)

22.

The share of each state in the net proceeds
of all shareable central taxes in each of the
financial years from 2010-11 to 2014-15 shall
be as specified in Table 1.1:

Andhra Pradesh
Arunachal Pradesh
Assam
Bihar
Chhattisgarh
Goa
Gujarat
Haryana
Himachal Pradesh
Jammu & Kashmir
Jharkhand
Karnataka
Kerala
Madhya Pradesh
Maharashtra
Manipur
Meghalaya
Mizoram
Nagaland
Orissa
Punjab
Rajasthan
Sikkim
Tamil Nadu
Tripura
Uttar Pradesh
Uttarakhand
West Bengal
All States

Share of all
Shareable Taxes
Excluding Service
Tax(per cent)

Share of
Service Tax
(per cent)

6.937
0.328
3.628
10.917
2.470
0.266
3.041
1.048
0.781
1.551
2.802
4.328
2.341
7.120
5.199
0.451
0.408
0.269
0.314
4.779
1.389
5.853
0.239
4.969
0.511
19.677
1.120
7.264
100.000

7.047
0.332
3.685
11.089
2.509
0.270
3.089
1.064
0.793
nil
2.846
4.397
2.378
7.232
5.281
0.458
0.415
0.273
0.318
4.855
1.411
5.945
0.243
5.047
0.519
19.987
1.138
7.379
100.000

less than 25 per cent of GDP, by 2014-15.
(paras 8.38 and 8.39)

Revised Roadmap for Fiscal
Consolidation
23.

24.

(paras 9.29 and 9.69, Table 9.7)
25.

The revenue deficit of the Centre needs to
be progressively reduced and eliminated,
followed by emergence of a revenue surplus
by 2014-15.
(paras 9.18 and 9.31)
A target of 68 per cent of GDP for the combined
debt of the Centre and states should be
achieved by 2014-15. The fiscal consolidation
path embodies steady reduction in the
augmented debt stock of the Centre to 45 per
cent of GDP by 2014-15, and of the states to
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The Medium Term Fiscal Plan (MTFP)
should be reformed and made a statement
of commitment rather than a statement of
intent. Tighter integration is required
between the multi-year framework provided
by MTFP and the annual budget exercise.
(Para 9.38)

26.

The following disclosures should be made
along with the annual Central Budget/MTFP:
i)

Detailed breakup of grants to states
under the overall category of non-plan
and plan grants.
(Para 9.41)
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ii) Statement on tax expenditure to be
systematised and the methodology to be
made explicit.
(Para 9.42)
iii) Compliance costs of major tax proposals
to be reported.
(Para 9.43)
iv) Revenue Consequences of Capital
Expenditure (RCCE) to be projected in
MTFP.
(Para 9.45)

Finance Commission tax devolution formula
for inter se distribution between states.
(Para 9.63)
31.

Structural shocks such as arrears arising out
of Pay Commission awards should be
avoided by, in the case of arrears, making the
pay award commence from the date on which
it is accepted.
(Para 9.64)

32.

An independent review mechanism should
be set-up by the Centre to evaluate its fiscal
reform process. The independent review
mechanism should evolve into a fiscal
council with legislative backing over time.

v) Fiscal impact of major policy changes to
be incorporated in MTFP.
(Para 9.46)
vi) Public Private Partnership (PPP) liabilities
to be reported along with MTFP.
(paras 9.48 and 9.49)
vii) MTFP to make explicit the values of
parameters underlying projections for
receipts and expenditure and the band
within which they can vary while
remaining consistent with targets.
(Para 9.61)

27.

Transfer of disinvestment receipts to the
public account to be discontinued and all
disinvestment receipts be maintained in the
consolidated fund.
(Para 9.52)

28.

GoI should list all public sector enterprises
that yield a lower rate of return on assets
than a norm to be decided by an expert
committee.
(Para 9.52)

29.

The FRBM Act needs to specify the nature
of shocks that would require a relaxation of
FRBM targets.
(Para 9.62)

30.

In case of macroeconomic shocks, instead of
relaxing the states’ borrowing limits and
letting them borrow more, the Centre should
borrow and devolve the resources using the

(paras 9.65 and 9.66)
33.

Given the exceptional circumstances of
2008-09 and 2009-10, the fiscal
consolidation process of the states was
disrupted. It is expected that states would
be able to get back to their fiscal correction
path by 2011-12, allowing for a year of
adjustment in 2010-11.
i)

States that incurred zero revenue deficit
or achieved revenue surplus in 2007-08
should eliminate revenue deficit by
2011-12 and maintain revenue balance
or attain a surplus thereafter. Other
states should eliminate revenue deficit
by 2014-15.
(paras 9.69 to 9.72)

ii) The General Category States that attained
a zero revenue deficit or a revenue surplus
in 2007-08 should achieve a fiscal deficit
of 3 per cent of Gross State Domestic
Product (GSDP) by 2011-12 and maintain
such thereafter. Other general category
states need to achieve 3 per cent fiscal
deficit by 2013-14.
(paras 9.74 to 9.76, Table 9.5)
iii) All special category states with base
fiscal deficit of less than 3 per cent of
GSDP in 2007-08 could incur a fiscal
deficit of 3 per cent in 2011-12 and
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maintain it thereafter. Manipur,
Nagaland, Sikkim and Uttarakhand to
reduce their fiscal deficit to 3 per cent of
GSDP by 2013-14.
(paras 9.79 and 9.81)

weak states that are unable to raise loans
from the market.
(Para 9.114)
41.

iv) Jammu & Kashmir and Mizoram should
limit their fiscal deficit to 3 per cent of
GSDP by 2014-15.
(Para 9.80)
34.

States should amend/enact FRBM Acts to
build in the fiscal reform path worked out.
State-specific grants recommended for a
state should be released upon compliance.

(Para 9.115)
42.

(Para 9.82)
35.

Independent review/monitoring mechanism
under the FRBM Acts should be set up by
states.
(Para 9.84)

36.

Borrowing limits for states to be worked out
by MoF using the fiscal reform path, thus
acting as an enforcement mechanism for
fiscal correction by states.

Loans to states from National Small Savings
Fund (NSSF) contracted till 2006-07 and
outstanding at the end of 2009-10 to be reset
at 9 per cent rate of interest, subject to
conditions prescribed.

Local Bodies
43.

National Small Savings Scheme to be
reformed into a market-aligned scheme.
State Governments are also required to
undertake relevant reforms at their level.

44.

Loans from GoI to states and administered
by ministries/departments other than MoF,
outstanding as at the end of 2009-10, to be
written off, subject to conditions prescribed.
(Para 9.114)

40.

A window for borrowing from the Central
Government needs to be available for fiscally
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Article 243(I) of the Constitution should be
amended to include the phrase ‘or earlier’
after the words ‘every fifth year’.
(Para 10.125)

45.

(paras 9.111 and 9.112)
39.

Article 280 (3) (bb) & (c) of the Constitution
should be amended such that the words ‘on
the basis of the recommendations of the
Finance Commission of the State’ are
changed to ‘after taking into consideration
the recommendations of the Finance
Commission of the State’.
(Para 10.130)

(Para 9.106)
38.

The benefit of interest relief on NSSF and
the write-off should be made available to
states only if they bring about the necessary
amendments/enactments of FRBM.
(Para 9.116)

(Para 9.85)
37.

For states that have not availed the benefit
of consolidation under the Debt
Consolidation and Relief Facility (DCRF),
the facility, limited to consolidation and
interest rate reduction, should be
extended, subject to enactment of the
FRBM Act.

The quantum of local body grants should be
provided as per Table 10.4. The general basic
grant as well as the special areas basic grant
should be allocated amongst states as
specified. The state-wise eligibility for these
grants is placed in annexes 10.15a and 10.15c.
(Para 10.159)

46.

State Governments will be eligible for the
general performance grant and the special
areas performance grant only if they comply
with the prescribed stipulations. These grants
will be disbursed in the manner specified. The
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state-wise eligibility for these grants is placed
in annexes 10.15b and 10.15d.
(paras 10.161 to 10.164)
47.

48.

The states should appropriately allocate a
portion of their share of the general basic
grant and general performance grant, to the
special areas in proportion to the population
of these areas. This allocation will be in
addition to the special area basic grant and
special
area
performance
grant
recommended by us.
(Para 10.170)
State Governments should appropriately
strengthen their local fund audit
departments through capacity building as
well as personnel augmentation.

share a portion of this income with those
local bodies in whose jurisdiction such
income arises.
(Para 10.179)
53.

State Governments should ensure that the
recommendations of State Finance
Commissions (SFCs) are implemented
without delay and that the Action Taken
Report (ATR) is promptly placed before the
legislature.
(Para 10.129)

54.

SFCs should consider adopting the template
suggested in Annex 10.5 as the basis for their
reports.
(Para 10.127)

55.

Bodies similar to the SFC should be set up
in states which are not covered by Part IX of
the Constitution.
(Para 10.180)

56.

Local bodies should consider implementing
the identified best practices.
(Para 10.79)

57.

A portion of the grants provided by us to
urban local bodies be used to revamp the fire
services within their jurisdiction.

(Para 10.167)
49.

The State Governments should incentivise
revenue collection by local bodies through
methods such as mandating some or all local
taxes as obligatory at non-zero rates of levy,
by deducting deemed own revenue collection
from transfer entitlements of local bodies,
or through a system of matching grants.
(Para 10.173)

50.

To buttress the accounting system, the
finance accounts should include a separate
statement indicating head-wise details of
actual expenditures under the same heads
as used in the budget for both Panchayati Raj
Institutions (PRIs) and Urban Local Bodies
(ULBs). We recommend that these changes
be brought into effect from 31 March 2012.
(Para 10.177)

51.

58.

Given the increasing income of State
Governments from royalties, they should

Local Bodies should be associated with city
planning functions wherever other
development authorities are mandated this
function. These authorities should also share
their revenues with local bodies.
(Para 10.168)

59.

The Government of India and the State
Governments should issue executive
instructions so that their respective
departments pay appropriate service charges
to local bodies.
(Para 10.178)

52.

(Para 10.172)

The development plans for civilian areas
within the cantonment areas (excluding
areas under the active control of the forces)
should be brought before the district
planning committees.
(Para 10.169)

60.

State Governments should lay down guidelines
for the constitution of nagar panchayats.
(Para 10.133)
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Disaster Relief
61.

68.

The National Calamity Contingency Fund
(NCCF) should be merged into the National
Disaster Response Fund (NDRF) and the
Calamity Relief Fund (CRF) into the State
Disaster Response Funds (SDRFs) of the
respective states. Contribution to the SDRFs
should be shared between the Centre and
states in the ratio of 75:25 for general category
states and 90:10 for special category states.

(Para 11.100)
69.

(paras 11.78, 11.79 and 11.82)
62.

Balances as on 31 March 2010 under state
CRFs and the NCCF should be transferred
to the respective SDRFs and NDRF.
(paras 11.78 and 11.93)

63.

Budgetary provisions for the NDRF need to
be linked to expenditure of the previous year
from the fund. With cesses being subsumed
on introduction of the GST; alternative
sources of financing need to be identified.

The list of disasters to be covered under the
scheme financed through FC grants should
remain as it exists today. However,
man-made disasters of high-intensity may
be considered for NDRF funding, once
norms have been stipulated and the requisite
additional allocations made to the NDRF.

The administrative mechanism for disaster
relief to be as prescribed under the DM Act,
i.e., the National Disaster Management
Authority (NDMA)/National Executive
Council (NEC) at the Centre and the State
Disaster Management Agency (SDMA)/State
Executive Council (SEC) at the state level.
Financial matters to be dealt with by the
Ministry of Finance as per the existing practice.
(paras 11.105 and 106)

70.

Prescribed accounting norms should be
adhered to for the continuance of central
assistance to the SDRFs.
(Para 11. 95)

(Para 11.78)
64.

The total size of the SDRF has been worked
out as Rs. 33,581 crore, to be shared in the
ratio given above, with an additional grant
of Rs. 525 crore for capacity building.

Grants-in-aid to States
NPRD and Performance Incentive
71.

(paras 11.92 and 11.102)
65.

66.

67.

Assistance of Rs. 250 crore to be given to the
National Disaster Response Force to
maintain an inventory of items required for
immediate relief.
(Para 11.103)

Total non-plan revenue grant of Rs. 51,800
crore is recommended over the award period
for eight states (Table 12.4).
(Para 12.12)

72.

A performance grant of Rs. 1500 crore is
recommended for three special category states
who have graduated from a Non-plan Revenue
Deficit (NPRD) situation.
(Para 12.13)

Provisions relating to the District Disaster
Response Fund (DDRF) in the Disaster
Management (DM) Act may be reviewed and
setting up of these funds left to the discretion
of the individual states.
(Para 11.96)

Elementary Education
73.

Mitigation and reconstruction activities should
be kept out of the schemes funded through FC
grants and met out of overall development plan
funds of the Centre and the states.
(Para 11.83)

A grant of Rs. 24,068 crore is recommended
for elementary education over the award
period.
(Para 12.23)

74.

The education grant will be an additionality
to the normal expenditure of the states for
elementary education. The expenditure
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(plan + non-plan) under elementary
education, i.e., major head-2202, sub-major
head-01, exclusive of grants recommended,
should grow by at least 8 per cent annually
during 2010-15.
(Para 12.23)

and achieving the normatively assessed
state-specific recovery of water charges.
(Para 12.58)
81.

Environment
75.

76.

An amount of Rs. 5000 crore is
recommended as forest grant for the award
period.
(Para 12.46)
Grants for the first two years are untied but
priority should be given to the preparation
of working plans. Release of grants for the
last three years is linked to progress in the
number of approved working plans.

Improving Outcomes
82.

(Para 12.47)
77.

78.

Twenty five per cent of the grants in the last
three years are for preservation of forest
wealth. These grants are over and above the
non-plan revenue expenditure on forestry
and wildlife (major head-2406) and shall be
subject to the conditionalities given in Annex
12.3. Seventy five per cent of the grants in
the last three years can be used by states for
development purposes.
(Para 12.47)
An incentive grant of Rs. 5000 crore is
recommended for grid-connected renewable
energy based on the states’ achievement in
renewable energy capacity addition from 1
April 2010 to 31 March 2014. The
performance of states in this regard needs
to be reviewed on the basis of data published
by GoI on capacity addition by states.
(paras 12.52 and 12.53)

79.

An amount of Rs. 5000 crore is
recommended as water sector management
grant for four years, i.e,. 2011-12 to 2014-15
of the award period.
(Para 12.57)

80.

Release of water sector grants would be subject
to setting up of a Water Regulatory Authority

Water sector grants should be an
additionality to the normal maintenance
expenditure to be undertaken by the states
and shall be released and monitored in
accordance with the conditionalities in
Annex 12.8.
(Para 12.58)

States should be incentivised to enroll such
of their residents who participate in welfare
schemes within the Unique Identification
(UID) programme. A grant of Rs. 2989 crore
is proposed to be given to State Governments
in this regard, as indicated in Annex 12.9.
(Para12.70)

83.

States should be incentivised to reduce their
Infant Mortality Rates (IMR) based upon
their performance beyond 31 December
2009. A grant of Rs 5000 crore is
recommended for this purpose.
(Para 12.75)

84.

A grant of Rs. 5000 crore is proposed to
support improvement in a number of facets
in the administration of justice. These include
operation of morning/evening courts,
promotion of Alternate Dispute Resolution
(ADR) mechanisms, enhancing support to
Lok Adalats, as well as legal aid and training.
(Para 12.79)

85.

A grant of Rs 20 crore is recommended for
promotion of innovation by setting up a
Centre for Innovation in Public Systems
(CIPS) to identify, document and promote
innovations in public services across states.
The second grant of Rs. 1 crore per district is
for the creation of a District Innovation Fund
(DIF) aimed at increasing the efficiency of
the capital assets already created.
(paras 12.92 and 12.96)
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86.

87.

To enhance the quality of statistical systems,
we recommend a grant of Rs. 616 crore for
State Governments at the rate of Rs. 1 crore
for every district to fill in statistical
infrastructure gaps in areas not addressed
by the India Statistical Project (ISP).

ii) The phasing of the state-specific grants
given in Table 12.6 is only indicative;
states may communicate their required
phasing to the Central Government. The
grant may be released in a maximum of
two instalments per year.

(Para 12.101)

iii) Accounts shall be maintained and
Utilisation
Certificates
(UCs)/
Statements of Expenditure (SOEs)
provided as per General Finance Rules
(GFR) 2005.
(Para 12.324)

A grant of Rs. 10 crore will be provided to each
general category state and Rs. 5 crore to each
special category state to set up an employees’
and pensioners’ data base. We also urge GoI
to initiate a parallel effort for preparing a data
base for its own employees and pensioners.
(Para 12.108)

Monitoring
92.

Maintenance of Roads and Bridges
88.

An amount of Rs. 19,930 crore has been
recommended as grant for maintenance of
roads and bridges for four years (2011-12 to
2014-15) of our award period.
(Para 12.114)

89.

The maintenance grants for roads and
bridges will be an additionality to the normal
maintenance expenditure to be incurred by
the states. Release of this grant and
expenditure will be subject to the
conditionalities indicated in Annex 12.17.
(Para 12.114)

State-specific Needs
90.

A total grant of Rs. 27,945 crore is
recommended for state-specific needs
(Table 12.6)

91.

In addition to the stipulations described in
paras 5.52 and 9.82, state-specific grants are
subject to the following conditionalities:
i)
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No funds from any of the state-specific
grants may be used for land acquisition
by the states. Wherever land is required
for a project/construction, such land may
be made available by the State
Government.

The High Level Monitoring Committee
headed by the Chief Secretary to review the
utilisation of grants and to take corrective
measures, set up as per the recommendation
of FC-XII, should continue.
(Para 12.326)

93.

The total grants-in-aid recommended for the
states over the award peroid are given in
Table 1.2.
Table 1.2: Grants-in-Aid to States
(Rs. crore)

I
II

Local Bodies
Disaster Relief (including for capacity
building)
III Post-devolution Non-plan
Revenue Deficit
IV Performance Incentive
V Elementary Education
VI Environment
(a) Protection of Forests
(b) Renewable Energy
(c) Water SectorManagement
VII Improving Outcomes
(a) Reduction in Infant Mortality Rates
(b) Improvement in Supply of Justice
(c) Incentive for Issuing UIDs
(d) District Innovation Fund
(e) Improvement of Statistical Systems
at State and District Level
(f) Employee and Pension Data base
VIII Maintenance of Roads and Bridges
IX State-specific
X Implementation of model GST
Total

87519
26373
51800
1500
24068
15000
5000
5000
5000
14446
5000
5000
2989
616
616
225
19930
27945
50000
318581
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CHAPTER 2

Introduction
2.1
The Thirteenth Finance Commission
(FC-XIII) was constituted by the President under
Article 280 of the Constitution on 13 November
2007 to make recommendations for the period
2010-15. Dr. Vijay Kelkar was appointed the
Chairman of the Commission. Dr. Indira
Rajaraman, Professor Emeritus, National Institute
of Public Finance & Policy (NIPFP),
Dr. Abusaleh Shariff, Chief Economist, National
Council of Applied Economic Research (NCAER),
and
Professor
Atul
Sarma,
Former
Vice-Chancellor, Rajiv Gandhi University (formerly
Arunachal University) were appointed full time
Members. Shri B.K. Chaturvedi, Member, Planning
Commission was appointed as a part-time Member.
Shri Sumit Bose was appointed as Secretary to the
Commission (Annex 2.1). Subsequently, the
President appointed Dr. Sanjiv Misra, Former
Secretary (Expenditure), Ministry of Finance as
Member of the Commission in place of Dr. Abusaleh
Shariff, who was unable to join (Annex 2.2).

Terms of Reference
2.2
The Terms of Reference (ToR) of the
Commission included the following:
“...

4. The Commission shall make
recommendations as to the following
matters, namely:i)

the distribution between the Union
and the States of the net proceeds of
taxes which are to be, or may be,
divided between them under Chapter
I Part XII of the Constitution and the
allocation between the States of the
respective shares of such proceeds;

ii) the principles which should govern the
grants-in-aid of the revenues of the
States out of the Consolidated Fund of
India and the sums to be paid to the
States which are in need of assistance
by way of grants-in-aid of their
revenues under article 275 of the
Constitution for purposes other than
those specified in the provisos to clause
(1) of that article; and
iii) the measures needed to augment the
Consolidated Fund of a State to
supplement the resources of the
Panchayats and Municipalities in the
State on the basis of the
recommendations made by the Finance
Commission of the State.
5.

The Commission shall review the state of the
finances of the Union and the States,
keeping in view, in particular, the operation
of the States’ Debt Consolidation and Relief
Facility 2005-2010 introduced by the
Central Government on the basis of the
recommendations of the Twelfth Finance
Commission, and suggest measures for
maintaining a stable and sustainable fiscal
environment consistent with equitable
growth.

6. In making its recommendations, the
Commission shall have regard, among
other considerations, to (i)

the resources of the Central
Government, for five years
commencing on 1st April 2010, on
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the basis of levels of taxation and
non-tax revenues likely to be reached
at the end of 2008-09;
(ii)

(ix) the expenditure on the non-salary
component of maintenance and
upkeep of capital assets and the nonwage
related
maintenance
expenditure on plan schemes to be
completed by 31st March, 2010 and
the norms on the basis of which
specific amounts are recommended
for the maintenance of the capital
assets and the manner of monitoring
such expenditure;

the demands on the resources of the
Central Government, in particular,
on account of the projected Gross
Budgetary Support to the Central
and State Plan, expenditure on civil
administration, defence, internal
and border security, debt-servicing
and other committed expenditure
and liabilities;

(x)

(iii) the resources of the State
Governments, for the five years
commencing on 1st April 2010, on
the basis of levels of taxation and
non-tax revenues likely to be reached
at the end of 2008-09;
(iv) the objective of not only balancing
the receipts and expenditure on
revenue account of all the States and
the Union, but also generating
surpluses for capital investment;
(v)

the taxation efforts of the Central
Government and each State
Government and the potential for
additional resource mobilisation to
improve the tax-Gross Domestic
Product ratio in the case of the Union
and tax-Gross State Domestic
Product ratio in the case of the
States;

(vi) the impact of the proposed
implementation of Goods and
Services Tax with effect from 1st
April, 2010, including its impact on
the country’s foreign trade;
(vii) the need to improve the quality of
public expenditure to obtain better
outputs and outcomes;
(viii) the need to manage ecology,
environment and climate change
consistent
with
sustainable
development;

7.

the need for ensuring the commercial
viability of irrigation projects,
power projects, departmental
undertakings and public sector
enterprises through various means,
including levy of user charges and
adoption of measures to promote
efficiency.

In making its recommendations on various
matters, the Commission shall take the base
of population figures as of 1971, in all such
cases where population is a factor for
determination of devolution of taxes and
duties and grants-in-aid.

8. The Commission may review the present
arrangements as regards financing of
Disaster Management with reference to the
National Calamity Contingency Fund and
the Calamity Relief Fund and the funds
envisaged in the Disaster Management Act,
2005 (53 of 2005), and make appropriate
recommendations thereon.
9. The Commission shall indicate the basis on
which it has arrived at its findings and
make available the estimates of receipts and
expenditure of the Union and each of the
States.”
2.3
The following additional item was added to
the terms of reference of the Commission vide
President’s Order published under S.O. No. 2107
dated 25 August 2008 (Annex 2.3).
“8.A. Having regard to the need to bring the
liabilities of the Central Government on account
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of oil, food and fertilizer bonds into the fiscal
accounting, and the impact of various other
obligations of the Central Government on the
deficit targets, the Commission may review the
roadmap for fiscal adjustment and suggest a
suitably revised roadmap with a view to
maintaining the gains of fiscal consolidation
through 2010 to 2015.”

routine house-keeping functions were outsourced
so that expenditure was minimised.

2.4
The Commission was initially required to
submit its report by 31 October 2009 covering the
five-year period between 1 April 2010 and 31 March
2015. The conduct of elections to the Fifteenth Lok
Sabha and certain State Legislative Assemblies in
April-May 2009 warranted a postponement of visits
by the Commission to some states. The conduct of
elections also led to the delay in the presentation of
the regular Budget of the Union as well as of some
State Governments for the year 2009-10.
Consequently, information from the Centre and
some of the states on their fiscal position and
projections for 2010-15 could not become available
to the Commission till August 2009. In view of the
above developments, the Commission was granted
an extension by the President till 31 January 2010
with the condition that its report be submitted by
31 December 2009 (Annex 2.4).

Key Activities

Administrative Arrangements
2.5
As has been the experience of previous
Commissions, this Commission also faced a number
of teething problems relating to infrastructure
availability, including office space and staff. These
difficulties constrained its initial operational
effectiveness.
2.6
The Commission could initiate its
preliminary tasks only in January 2008 when it was
able to acquire some temporary office space at
Jeevan Bharati Building, Connaught Place, New
Delhi. The Commission could finally move into its
regular office space at the Hindustan Times House
only by May 2008. A special effort was made to get
Central and State Government officers on
deputation to the Commission. The process for
appointing suitable staff on deputation continued
till late 2008.The lists of sanctioned posts and
functionaries are given in annexes 2.5 and 2.6. The
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2.7
Considering the importance of ensuring that
future Finance Commissions are able to commence
their work as quickly as possible, it is necessary that
these problems, faced by successive past
Commissions, are effectively resolved.

2.8
The Commission was delegated the powers
of a department of the Central Government (Annex
2.7). The Commission’s budget was assigned a
separate head of account. This enabled the
Commission to function independently.
2.9
Our recommendations have been based on
a detailed assessment of the financial position of
the Central and the State Governments, as well as
substantial information and economic data
gathered through consultations, submissions and
research studies. A public notice was issued in all
leading newspapers of India in December 2007
(Annex 2.8) inviting views/comments from all
interested individuals, knowledgeable persons,
organisations and other sources on various issues
related to the terms of reference of the Commission.
The request for suggestions was also posted on the
Commission’s website.
2.10 The Commission held its first meeting on 3
January 2008 after the Chairman and three
Members had assumed charge. The fourth Member
assumed office on 31 March 2008. In addition to
adopting the Rules of Procedure of the Commission
(Annex 2.9), the tasks before the Commission were
reviewed in this meeting. The Commission held 123
meetings on the dates indicated in Annex 2.10.
These meetings were held at HT House in the K.C.
Neogy Room, which was designated the Committee
Room of the Finance Commission and named after
Shri K.C. Neogy, the distinguished Chairman of the
First Finance Commission. The list of meetings
excludes the meetings held with the State
Government representatives at state capitals during
the visits by the Commission.
2.11 All the State Governments were requested
to submit their memoranda, along with detailed
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information on their fiscal and financial
performance in the prescribed proformae, by 1 May
2008. An interactive online discussion with the
State Finance Departments/State Finance
Commission Cells was organised through
video-conferencing on 11 and 12 February 2008 to
enable them to seek clarifications on the
information sought by the Finance Commission on
the various topics. All states were provided the
facility to upload the data directly on to the
Commission’s website. This ensured minimisation
of data entry errors.
2.12 Detailed information/data on assessment of
the resources and expenditure of the Union
Government for the period 2002-03 to 2014-15 in
22 formats and on 43 issues/topics, as well as their
views on ToR of the Commission, were sought from
the Ministry of Finance vide letter dated 31 March
2008 with a request to furnish the information by
31 May 2008. These formats were also sent to 16
ministries/departments of the Central Government
for providing information related to their respective
subjects.

Consultations
2.13 The Chairman wrote letters to all Chief
Ministers, Union Ministers, heads of national and
regional political parties, the country’s Executive
Directors in IMF, World Bank and ADB and other
eminent persons in various walks of life, seeking
their views on the issues before the Finance
Commission.
2.14 Similar letters were addressed by the
Secretary to all Union Secretaries, Chief
Secretaries/Finance Secretaries of the states, a
number of universities, including IIMs and IITs,
soliciting their inputs on issues related to the ToR
of the Commission.
2.15 Five regional meetings of economists and
economic administrators were organised for
detailed consultation and exchange of views on the
issues before the Commission. These were held on
23 January 2008 at New Delhi; on 25 February
2008 at Chennai; on 10 March 2008 at Kolkata; on
26 March 2008 at Pune and on 10 April 2008 at

Shillong. A list of participants is placed in Annex
2.11.
2.16 A meeting with Chairmen/Members of
previous Finance Commissions was held on 2 May
2008 at the India International Centre, New Delhi.
A number of previous Chairmen and Members
participated. This meeting provided very useful
guidance to the Commission. A list of participants
is placed in Annex 2.12.
2.17 Before undertaking visits to the states,
meetings were held with the respective Accountants
General of each of the 28 states. This enabled the
Commission to obtain an overview of the states’
fiscal and financial position with reference to key
indicators including growth rates of Gross State
Domestic Product (GSDP), efficiency in
expenditure, physical and financial performance of
various sectors, financial health of Public Sector
Undertakings–particularly those related to
transport and power sectors–and the status of
finalisation of accounts of the state-owned
companies. The schedule of meetings held is listed
in Annex 2.13.
2.18 We greatly appreciate the support and inputs
provided by the Comptroller and Auditor General
(C&AG) of India in facilitating our interaction with
the Accountants General and for the detailed views
on the ToR of the Commission, including
information regarding on-going reform efforts in
the direction of migration to accrual-based
accounting system by the Union and State
Governments, management of backlog of accounts
and audit of state PSUs and the state of accounts
and audit of local bodies. Detailed discussions on
various issues were also held with the CA&G on 16
June 2009.
2.19 We would like to thank the Reserve Bank of
India (RBI) for making available data and analysis
on various fiscal issues, particularly on postFRBMA (Fiscal Responsibility and Budget
Management Act) fiscal architecture and the RBI
Staff Study Report on ‘Fiscal Consolidation by
Central and State Governments: The Medium Term
Outlook’. The RBI also took the initiative in
conducting a number of other studies which
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provided very useful information and analytical
data on various issues related to the Finance
Commission.

Workshops and Seminars
2.20 A number of workshops/seminars were
organised, each focused on significant issues before
the Commission, as follows:
i)

A workshop to discuss issues relating to
‘Local Self Government’ was held at
Bengaluru on 26 February 2008. A list of
participants is placed in Annex 2.14.

ii) A meeting on ‘Priorities Before the
Thirteenth Finance Commission’ was held at
the Y.B. Chavan Centre, Mumbai on 27
March 2008. A list of participants is placed
in Annex 2.15.
iii) A conference was held by the Centre for
Research in Rural and Industrial
Development (CRRID), Chandigarh to
consider the ‘Special Problems and Prospects
of Development of Border Areas’ on 5 April
2008. A list of participants is placed in Annex
2.16.
iv) An international seminar on ‘Challenges
Before the Thirteenth Finance Commission’
was organised by The Foundation for Public
Economics and Policy Research (FPEPR) at
India Habitat Centre, New Delhi on 17 May
2008. A list of participants is placed in
Annex 2.17.
v) A seminar was organised by the National
Institute of Public Finance and Policy
(NIPFP) on ‘Issues Before the Finance
Commission’ on 23-24 May 2008. A list of
participants is placed in Annex 2.18.
vi) Another seminar was organised by the
NIPFP on ‘Issues Related to India’s Fiscal
System’ on 15 November 2008. A list of
participants is placed in Annex 2.19.
vii) A workshop on ‘Inter-state and Intra-state
Economic Disparities in India: Implications
for the Thirteenth Finance Commission’ was
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held on 13 December 2008 at Asian
Development Research Institute (ADRI),
Patna. A list of participants is placed in
Annex 2.20.
viii)A workshop on ‘Empowering the Panchayati
Raj Institutions (PRIs)’ was held at the
Institute of Rural Management, Anand
(IRMA), Gujarat on 22-23 December 2008.
A list of participants is placed in Annex 2.21.
ix) A workshop on ‘Development of Good
Governance Index for the States in India’
was organised by the National Institute of
Administrative Research, Mussoorie at the
India International Centre, New Delhi on 14
November 2008. A list of participants is
placed in Annex 2.22.
x) A conference on India’s medium-term
macroeconomic and fiscal outlook was held
at New Delhi on 2 June 2009. A list of
participants is placed in Annex 2.23.
xi) Expenditure on employees’ salaries and
pension benefits forms a major part of the
public expenditure of states. A study was
commissioned in May 2009 to work out the
approach and roadmap through which states
can build reliable employee and pensioner
data bases as well as a data management
systems. This will enable them to ensure
effective fiscal planning as well as simulate
the fiscal impact of recommendations by
future Pay Commissions and Finance
Commissions. A conference was held on 30
July 2009 at the India International Centre,
New Delhi to discuss various options on this
issue.
2.21 These seminars, addressed by prominent
economists, financial sector administrators, policy
makers and practitioners provided significant
inputs to the Commission’s work.
2.22 A meeting with the state Finance Ministers
was held on 16 September 2008. A number of issues
on Centre-state fiscal relations covering the
common problems of all states as well as special
problems of groups of states were discussed during
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this meeting. The state Finance Ministers, for the
first time, presented a collective memorandum to
the Commission which greatly facilitated our work.
A list of participants is placed in Annex 2.24.
2.23 A meeting between the Finance
Commision and the Planning Commission was
held on 23 October 2009. The Chairman of the
Finance Commission, Deputy Chairman of the
Planning Commission and Members of both the
Commissions discussed a number of issues
related to the Centre and the states as well as
arising from the ToR. These included the fiscal
position of the Centre and states, the
requirements of GBS, additional funding
requirements for implementing flagship
programmes and options for fiscal adjustments
by the Centre and states. The list of participants
is given in Annex 2.25.
2.24 A large number of central ministries/
departments had sent their comments on the Terms
of Reference of the Commission with reference to
their respective subject matter. Detailed discussions
were held with the various ministries/departments
on the issues concerning them as per the schedule
indicated in Annex 2.26.

Visits of the Commission
2.25 The Commission visited all the 28 states
between June 2008 and July 2009 as part of
consultations with the State Governments and other
key stakeholders. The State Governments sent their
memoranda in advance. The visits to states were
briefly suspended during April and May 2009 due
to elections for the Lok Sabha and some state
legislative assemblies. During state visits, discussions
were held with the Chief Ministers, their cabinet
colleagues, and other senior officials of the State
Governments on the fiscal and financial situation of
the states their funding priorities and requirements.
In each state, during the course of the visit, separate
meetings were held with representatives of
recognised political parties, representatives of urban
and rural local bodies and representatives of trade
and industry. The Commission also undertook field
visits which enabled it to get first hand experience of
important developmental issues. The itinerary of the
state visits is placed in Annex 2.27. A list of
participants who attended the discussions during
these visits is placed in Annex 2.28. We are thankful
to the State Governments for making extensive
arrangements to ensure fruitful discussions and field
visits by the Commission.

Box 2.1: Research Studies
FC-XIII commissioned 29 external and two in-house studies. The basic motivation has been to obtain an
in-depth understanding of various issues that have implications on the Terms of Reference of FC-XIII. These studies
have addressed issues ranging from inter-regional implications of redistribution of fiscal transfers in a computable
general equilibrium framework; forecasting and policy simulations in a macrofiscal modelling framework; growth
and trade impact of GST; integrating environment, ecology and climate concerns in Indian fiscal federalism; interstate distribution of central subsidies to strengthening justice delivery systems; increasing cost-effectiveness of defence
expenditure and index of governance. These studies have been conducted by scholars based in universities and leading
research institutions located in different parts of the country. One study, viz. ‘Problems and Prospects in Border Areas
of Northeast India’, has been conducted by a team of scholars drawn from all the universities in the North-East and
IIT, Guwahati. These studies, many of which have been pioneering in terms of analytical techniques or empirical
analysis, have brought out new insights, validated intuitive perceptions, widened perspectives of Indian Fiscal
Federalism and evaluated possible implications of issues such as GST. Just to illustrate, one study has highlighted that
equivalent variation of transfers from the high income region to middle and poor income regions not only raises
income and welfare in the latter, but also positively impact the former. Similarly, another study shows that various
subsidies and tax expenditure by the Government of India benefit the high income states more than proportionately.
Again, evaluating the possible impact of GST in a computable general equilibrium integrating both I-O and B (capital)
matrix, it is observed that GST induces huge positive trade and income effects. Insights obtained from these invaluable
studies have, directly or indirectly, influenced the thinking and deliberations of FC-XIII. Additionally, these studies
would be a valuable addition to the existing literature on Indian Fiscal Federalism.
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2.26 With a view to keeping abreast of the latest
international developments in fiscal federalism,
measures to improve the quality of public
expenditure, environmental issues and Goods
and Services Tax (GST), the Commission visited
the US and Canada during 14-24 October 2008.
During the US visit, in addition to various
meetings with international experts, the
Commission attended a workshop and a seminar
at Washington DC. The workshop was organised
jointly by the World Bank and IMF and the
seminar was organised by the Centre for
Advanced Studies of India (CASI), University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Both reviewed the
issues before the Commission. In Canada, the
Commission met officials of the Federal
Government as well as officials of the provinces
of Quebec and Ontario. The Commission also
participated in a seminar organised by the
International Development Research Centre
(IDRC), Ottawa. Annex 2.29 provides details of
the visits.

Studies Commissioned and
Other Inputs
2.27 Our task covered a very broad spectrum of
issues. Hence, in addition to the data/information
collected from the states and the consultative
process followed to elicit views and suggestions on
various aspects, a number of research studies were
sponsored by the Commission. These studies,
undertaken by premier research institutions,
contributed to the knowledge base of the
Commission, enhancing its analytical ability in
making its recommendations. We recommend that
once our report is tabled in Parliament, the study
reports, as listed in Annex 2.30, be made available
on the Commission’s website for use and reference
by students, researchers, academicians and all
others interested in these issues. Our programme
of research and studies was made easier by the
delegation of financial powers by the Ministry of
Finance for this purpose.
2.28 The Commission recognises the role of
innovation in enhancing outcomes and better
managing the environment. At the request of the
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Chairman, the National Innovation Foundation
compiled state-wise booklets which included:
i)

Innovations developed within the particular
state and relevant nationally.

ii) Innovations from the rest of the country
relevant to the particular state.
iii) Relevant herbal practices and products of the
state.
These state-specific booklets were shared with the
states during the Commission’s visits. These
booklets were also put up on the Commission’s
website to enable public access. We are thankful to
the National Innovation Foundation and its
Chairman, Dr.R.A. Mashelkar and Vice-Chairman
Prof. Anil K. Gupta for preparing these very useful
volumes, one for each state, at very short notice.
2.29 The Commission called for information on
innovations introduced by State Governments to
improve service delivery and administrative
systems. A number of significant innovations were
highlighted by the states. There is clearly a need to
create a climate and nurture a culture for diffusing
innovations in public systems.
2.30 The reports of earlier Finance Commissions
provided extremely useful inputs to our work. We
also consulted extensively reports of other
commissions and committees, such as the Second
Administrative Reforms Commission (SARC), as
well as other government commissions, committees
and expert groups.

Working Groups and Task Forces
2.31 A technical group chaired by Dr. Indira
Rajaraman, Member of the Commission and Shri
Ramesh Kolli, Additional Director General,
Ministry of Statistics and Programme
Implementation and comprising Dr. R.C. Sethi,
Additional Registrar General of India; Shri R.
Sridharan, Adviser (FR), Planning Commission; Dr.
Laveesh Bhandari, Director, Indicus Analytics Pvt.
Ltd., New Delhi and Dr. Rathin Roy, Economic
Adviser of the Commission as Members, examined
the feasibility of utilising district level indicators for
measuring the intra-state disparities.
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2.32 A working group was constituted under the
chairmanship of Shri T.N. Srivastava, Member
Secretary, FC-XI and Dr. Pradeep Apte, from the
Department of Economics, Fergusson College, Pune
and Member, State Finance Commission (SFC),
Maharashtra;
Prof.
Nripendra
Nath
Bandyopadhyay, Member, Third SFC, West Bengal;
Dr. Tapas Sen, Senior Fellow, National Institute of
Public Finance & Policy; Prof. M.A. Oommen from
the Institute of Social Sciences and Shri
Dharmendra Shukla, Member Secretary, Third SFC
Madhya Pradesh, as Members to draw up a common
template for the use of SFCs.
2.33 A task force comprising Shri Arbind Modi,
Joint Secretary, Department of Revenue as the
Chairman and officers of FC-XIII, namely, Shri V.
Bhaskar and Shri B.S. Bhullar, Joint Secretaries; Dr.
Rathin Roy, Economic Adviser; and Shri Ritvik
Pandey, Deputy Secretary, as Members, was set up
to assist the Commission on issues related to the
proposed implementation of GST from 1 April 2010.
2.34 Another technical working group was
constituted to review the Debt Consolidation and
Relief Facility (DCRF) 2005-10. This was headed
by Dr. Rathin Roy, Economic Adviser, FC-XIII with
Mrs. Anuradha Prasad, Finance Manager (Maritime
Systems), Ministry of Defence; Shri B.M. Misra,
Adviser, Central Office, Reserve Bank of India,
Mumbai and Shri Vijay Singh Chauhan, Additional
Director, Directorate of Revenue Intelligence, New
Delhi, as Members.
2.35 We wish to place on record our appreciation
of the contribution made by these groups.

Other Meetings
2.36 A high level Ethiopian delegation led by
Mr. Dagfe Bula, Speaker of the House of Federal
Democratic Republic of Ethiopia visited the
Commission on 7 May 2008. Another delegation
from Ethiopia led by HE Mr. Mesfin Mengistu,
Chairperson of Expenditure Management & Control
Standing Committee of the House of Peoples’
Representatives of the Federal Republic of Ethiopia
visited the Finance Commission on 5 November
2008 to keep abreast of the system of fiscal

federalism in India. A group of 23 officials from
Bhutan, Indonesia, Philippines and Thailand
visiting India under the Colombo Plan as a part of
the Capacity Building Programme to share Indian
Governing Practices also visited the Finance
Commission on 21 August 2009 to familiarise
themselves with the financial devolution practices
in India.
2.37 The Commission had the benefit of receiving
views on various issues relating to its terms of
reference from a large number of eminent
personalities from various walks of life, who met
the Chairman, Members and Secretary of the
Commission. The list of visitors who met the
Chairman is placed in Annex 2.31.
2.38 A two-month internship programme was
introduced in the Commission for providing
exposure to postgraduate students in Economics/
Public Finance/Financial Management, on the
working of the Finance Commission. There was an
overwhelming response from the candidates
seeking a chance to work as interns in the
Commission. Seven interns worked in the
Commission on short term projects.
2.39 We inherited an excellent website from
FC-XII. The Commission’s website was
re-designed around four objectives. The first was
to be a permanent storehouse of information on this
Finance Commission and previous Finance
Commissions for all stakeholders and to provide
continuity between Commissions. The second was
to provide a status of its ongoing work including a
summary of the discussions it held with all State
Governments. The third was to seek suggestions on
issues before the Commission, both in response to
specific discussion papers posted on the website as
well as suo moto suggestions from interested
parties. The fourth was to act as a medium for
exchange of information between State
Governments and the Commission. Data exchange
was web-enabled, ensuring quicker and more
accurate transmission of information. The site
which was designed to ensure easy access to data
received nearly 1,50,000 hits between January
2008 and December 2009. We expect that the
National Informatics Centre (NIC) Unit in the
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Ministry of Finance will maintain this website till
the next Commission takes it over.
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CHAPTER 3

Issues and Approach
Introduction
3.1
The overall task of the Finance
Commission is to discharge the mandate laid
down in articles 270, 275 and 280 of the
Constitution, consistent with the principles of
federal finance, taking into account the current
and likely future macroeconomic and fiscal
scenarios, so as to secure fiscal stability and
adequate resource availability for the Centre, the
states and the local bodies.

considerations in mind while undertaking its core
task. Thus, the Thirteenth Finance Commission
has to take account of:
i)

The need to balance the receipts and
expenditure on revenue account of all the
states and the Union and generating
surpluses for capital investment.

ii) The
impact
of
the
proposed
implementation of the Goods and Services
Tax (GST) from 1 April 2010, including its
impact on the country’s foreign trade.

3.2 The Presidential orders that provide the
Terms of Reference (ToR) for the Thirteenth
Finance Commission can be viewed as setting
the Commission three different types of tasks.
The first or ‘core’ task of the Commission is to
recommend distribution, between the Union
and the states, of the net proceeds of taxes to
be divided between them under Chapter I, Part
XII of the Constitution of India, commonly
termed as the ‘divisible pool’. Second, the
Commission has also to recommend the
allocation between the states of such proceeds.
Under Article 275 of the Constitution the
Commission may provide general purpose
grants to states which are ‘in need of assistance’
and other specific purpose grants. Third, the
Commission has been asked to recommend
measures to supplement the resources of the
panchayats and municipalities in different states
by augmenting the consolidated funds of
individual states, taking into account the
recommendations of the respective State
Finance Commissions (SFCs).

3.4
These specific considerations are taken
account of by the Commission in the assessment
of the financial needs of the Centre and the states
and in the design of specific purpose grants.

3.3
Every Commission is required by its
Terms of Reference to keep specific policy

3.5
The ToR assign FC-XIII a specific ‘macro
policy task’, which is to review the state of the

iii) The need to improve the quality of public
expenditure.
iv) The need to manage ecology, environment
and climate change consistent with
sustainable development.
v ) The need to ensure commercial viability
of public sector and departmental
undertakings, as also of irrigation and
power projects.
vi) The taxation efforts of the Central
Government and each State Government
and the potential for additional resource
mobilisation to improve the tax-Gross
State Domestic Product/Gross Domestic
Product ratio.
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finances of the Union and the states and the
operation of the states’ Debt Consolidation and
Relief Facility (DCRF) 2005-10 and suggest
measures to maintain a stable fiscal environment,
consonant with equitable growth. A subsequent
addition to our ToR mandates us to review the
roadmap for fiscal adjustment and suggest a
suitably revised roadmap that would maintain the
gains of fiscal consolidation through 2010-15.
3.6
The issues that we have to consider,
therefore, directly emanate from the ToR of this
Commission. In this chapter we will outline the
broad considerations that inform the
Commission’s approach to its core and policy
tasks. We also discuss the main issues and our
proposed approach.
3 . 7 The overall approach of the Commission
is to foster ‘inclusive and green growth promoting
fiscal federalism’. This is the vision underlying
the Commission’s recommendations on
inter-governmental fiscal arrangements and on
the roadmap for fiscal adjustment. This vision
has to be given effect within the overall structure
of inter-governmental fiscal arrangements,
whose contours are Constitutionally specified.
3.8 The federalist development State is a domain
for evolutionary policymaking, responsive to
internal and external policy imperatives such as
political integration and globalisation, with
sovereign powers to fulfil its mandate. These
powers are, however, not absolute. The
development project of the state is enabled by
evolutionary policy making, while circumscribed
by the laws that mandate the exercise of its
sovereignty in the formulation and implementation
of policy.
3.9 Kautilya argued for a social contract
defined by laws, principles and doctrines in
Dharmasastra and Arthasastra, delimiting the
Constitutional metes and bounds of Monarch and
State. The Indian Constitution can, thus, be seen
from a variety of perspectives, as providing a
regulatory framework within which the
developmental federalist State undertakes its
project. The structure of the inter-governmental
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fiscal framework has to serve the purposes of the
contemporary development project, while at the
same time, ensuring that it functions within the
regulatory framework defined, in our time, by
the Constitution of India.
3.10 Inclusive growth is the cornerstone of
India’s development project. India’s recent
economic growth performance has, indeed, been
creditable. However, such growth must make a
demonstrable difference to the lives of the
poorest and most vulnerable citizens. On this, as
reflected in the Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs) there is global consensus, of which our
nation is a part. India has the potential and the
means to secure such a future for its citizens. The
stress laid on inclusive growth in the Eleventh
Plan has meant that such growth has been
accompanied by a concerted effort, by all levels
of government, to invest in the delivery of public
services, particularly those which promote
progress in achievement of the MDGs. But, to
achieve this potential, it is necessary that
resources be mobilised and deployed in such a
manner that the recent high rates of growth are
maintained and even increased. Thus, sustainable
and inclusive growth are prerequisites for
achieving the MDGs.
3.11 Inclusivity informs our recommendations
in every sphere. In our formula for horizontal
devolution, the highest weightage amongst all the
variables is for correcting the fiscal disability of
a state vis-a-vis those of the top-ranked states.
Further, we also recognise the fiscal disability of
the special category states by computing their
fiscal distance from the top-ranked states after
setting their tax effort at the average for the
special category alone, in place of an all-state
average. Inclusivity is justified, not merely to
ensure equal treatment of citizens by
governments, but also for long term economic
efficiency reasons, so as to minimise the burden
of fiscally-induced migration on high-income
states. It also underlies our attempt to prescribe
a fiscal roadmap targeting elimination of the
revenue deficit so that net new borrowing is
directed
towards
creation
of
public
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infrastructure which would benefit all. It also
underlies many of our grant provisions, for
instance, maintenance for the new village
connectivity roads financed under Pradhan
Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY). And finally,
inclusivity underlies our substantially enhanced
grant for local bodies, including those of the
Schedule V and VI areas, so as to enable provision
of sanitation and other public goods.
3.12 Fiscal consolidation promotes growth. By
fiscal consolidation we do not mean a reduction
in the role of the State. In a complex and
developing economy like India, the government
will continue to mobilise and deploy a significant
proportion of resources to promote public
welfare. Rather, fiscal consolidation refers to
measures to improve the quality and effectiveness
of the processes of public expenditure and
resource mobilisation. We are of the view that
there are feasible pathways for fiscal consolidation
with high growth, as a study by the NIPFP for this
Commission shows analytically. In the present
context, this also means providing the fiscal space
to promote both public and private investment,
so as to secure the highest possible sustainable,
green and inclusive rate of growth for the Indian
economy. For the Commission, this involves
proposing ways to incentivise such consolidation
within the mandate and instruments at our
disposal. We have been particularly mindful of this
challenge in our recommendations with respect
to the future fiscal roadmap.
3.13 For achieving a greener and more
inclusive growth path we need a fiscally strong
Centre, fiscally strong states and fiscally strong
local bodies, or the third tier of government.
Therefore, we are proposing the strategy of
‘expansionary fiscal consolidation’ with no
compression of development expenditures. Such
a fiscal strategy will provide a more propitious
environment for increasing both public and
private investments, as well as for better handling
of adverse economic shocks that we may face due
to external developments. In other words, the
proposed fiscal strategy will also improve our
country’s economic security.

3.14 A high growth economy minimises the risk
of ‘crowding out’ of the private sector, by allowing
the government to increase fiscal space for public
investment consistent with fiscal prudence. In
fact, in such an environment, the private sector
becomes a valuable actor. Better targeted public
good delivery systems can be used to engage the
private sector in the provision of key public
goods, particularly infrastructure. Effective fiscal
consolidation ensures that the government gets
the best value for money from such engagement.
In assessing the resources available for overall
transfers the Commission has also taken into
account the total resources available, including
potential inflows from disinvestment.
3.15 Green growth involves rethinking growth
strategies with regard to their impact on
environmental
sustainability
and
the
environmental resources available to poor and
vulnerable groups. It is significant to note that
many stimulus packages announced globally to
combat recession incorporated a green
component. International experience is that
green growth promotes inclusivity. Further, the
renewable energy sector is relatively labour
intensive, with the potential for generating more
jobs than the oil and gas industries.
3.16 Securing the environment is critical for
India’s future generations and not just a matter
of international commitment. A degraded
environment reduces the quality of life for all
citizens, but the impact is particularly
pronounced on the poor and vulnerable groups, as
it is they who suffer the most from degraded access
to clean water, air and sanitation, as well as from
climate shocks. It is for this reason that, despite the
fact that India’s per capita greenhouse gas emissions
are much below the world average and far lower
than the average of developed countries, we have
pursued policies which complement efforts
towards mitigation of climate change. It is,
therefore, important to incentivise fiscal policies
that promote measures for energy conservation,
renewable energy, soil conservation, afforestation
and more effective and affordable access to clean
water at different levels of government. This would
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impact all levels of government, including local
bodies, which face mounting challenges in
delivering better access to clean water, better solid
waste management and enhanced, but green local
infrastructure. Our grant proposals are supportive
of such an approach.
3 . 1 7 In India, Finance Commissions have had
to face three important challenges. First, there
has been a historically high degree of vertical
imbalance between the Centre and the states, as
will be shown in Chapter 4. Recently, there has
also been an increase in the size of the
non-shareable portion of central revenue
receipts. Second, there is spatial inequality in
the fiscal capacity and fiscal needs of different
states. The reasons underlying this spatial
inequality vary considerably, depending on the
state in question. Further, different states are at
different stages of the development
transformation, so their fiscal needs also vary
over time. The Constitution provides general
guidance on addressing the needs of the states
and the Centre as well as taking account of
state-specific needs, but does not provide the
prescriptive
framework
for
Finance
Commissions. Third, it is a fact that recent
decentralisation initiatives and the increasing
pace of urbanisation have considerably
increased the fiscal obligations of the third tier
of government, but not the devolution of human
and financial resources to discharge these
obligations. This has increasingly become an
important dimension of the work of every
Finance Commission. Thus, the work of every
Commission is multi-dimensional in nature.
3.18 Added to this are the new domestic
challenges that have emerged. The imperatives
of urbanisation, empowerment of India’s villages
and improved information flows have
collectively increased the expectation and
demand for public and merit goods. In meeting
this demand the challenge of sustainable
development has to be kept firmly in mind, so
that present generations do not diminish the lives
and capabilities of future generations. Further,
India has one of the world’s youngest populations.
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This is a one-time demographic dividend which
needs to be harnessed through appropriate
investments in human development, particularly
in education and public health, so that the
country, having undertaken its long term
development transformation, is then able to cater
to the long term challenge that this dividend
poses—that of an ageing population. In making
its awards the Commission has to be mindful of
the short and long term implications that these
challenges pose for the public finances of India
and the need to foster the appropriate fiscal
incentives to address these challenges.
3.19 An important challenge faced by our
Commission was that the assessment of the
resource position of the Centre and the states has
had to be made in the face of more than normal
uncertainties, given the developments in the global
economy and the consequent need for resources
to be devoted to stabilisation and countercyclical
measures by the Centre as well as the states. The
Commission’s recommendations for vertical and
horizontal devolution have to be consistent with
the requirement that the Commission ‘…. suggest
a suitably revised roadmap with a view to
maintaining the gains of fiscal consolidation
through 2010 to 2015’. The impact of
countercyclical measures on the absolute and
relative finances of Central and State Governments
will affect the future fiscal roadmap. This, in turn,
has to be taken into account in preparing the
forecasts necessary to calculate consistent and
appropriate vertical and horizontal devolutions.
3.20 All Commissions have to approach their
tasks, recognising that the data base for many
important economic variables (e.g., taxable
capacity) is less than perfect and may require
approximations and normative corrections. We
are well aware that it is desirable to make the
fiscal awards more incentive-compatible and
better targeted to securing the different
objectives enjoined on the Commission in its
terms of reference. This requires the Commission
to identify and use reliable and widely acceptable
data which is regularly available, easily
understood and does not require interpretation
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or normative assessment by any agency during
the Commissions’ award period. Data limitations,
thus, act as a reality check on our aspirations
in this direction, as does the fact that Finance
Commissions have to take account of the
limits and constraints of political economy
that any country faces in working out
inter-governmental/jurisdictional fiscal transfers.
3.21 As mentioned in Chapter 2, we
commissioned several external and in-house
studies to inform deliberations and assist in
developing our approach. The Commission was
very keen that its work be knowledge based and,
to this end, interacted continuously with the
scholars and institutions commissioned to carry
out applied research. These studies, as well as
our consultations with the national and
international professional and policy community,
have greatly contributed to our endeavour to
present evidence and research based arguments
in support of our recommendations.

Approach to Fiscal Consolidation
3.22 Despite the commendable correction
achieved by the Centre and states through
implementation of the Fiscal Responsibility and
Budget Management (FRBM) legislation across
the 2005-10 period, the closing debt-GDP ratio
for 2009-10 is estimated at 82 per cent, well
above the FC-XII target of 75 per cent. Our
starting point was to determine the feasible
target for the debt-GDP ratio, consolidated
across the Centre and the states, by 2014-15. A
major task, then, before this Commission was to
determine the extent to which fiscal
consolidation could reduce the medium term
combined debt-GDP ratio over the time horizon
2010-15, based on our projection of the medium
term macro-economic situation. We are
proposing a target of 68 per cent for a combined
Centre and state debt to GDP ratio to be achieved
by the year 2014-15 and 45 per cent for the
Central Government debt-GDP ratio. We then
specified a time path, whereby the Centre and
specify would be able to return to the process of
fiscal adjustment, in the aftermath of the

deviation necessitated by the events of
2008-09. These developments also signalled the
need to specify more closely the circumstances
under which such deviations were to be
triggered and a more desirable distribution of
the burden of incidence of stabilisation and
counter-recessionary measures.
3.23 We have taken elimination of the revenue
deficit as the long term and permanent target for
both the Centre and the states. We are of the view
that there is a general consensus on this issue and
further, that such a target is enjoined on us by our
Terms of Reference, given the need to generate
surpluses for public investment. Our prescribed
fiscal consolidation path for the Central
Government entails a decline in the revenue deficit
from 4.8 per cent of GDP as projected for the fiscal
year 2009-10, to a revenue surplus of 0.5 per cent
of GDP by 2014-15. This allows for acceleration in
capital expenditure to 3.5 per cent of GDP; more
if there are disinvestment receipts. This projected
scenario would be one that places Central
Government finances on a sound footing in the
long term, consistent with the requirements of
inclusive growth.
3.24 The second round of Fiscal Responsibility
Legislation (FRL) by states, prescribed by us in
accordance with our additional term of reference,
takes up from where FC-XII left off. The fiscal
consolidation path promotes growth-expansionary
fiscal consolidation, by incentivising elimination
of revenue deficit thereby ensuring that net public
borrowing is directed exclusively towards growthenhancing public investment. At the same time,
we recognise the adjustment period required for
exit from the fiscal loosening permitted to states
in 2008-09 and 2009-10, as part of the national
fiscal stimulus to contain the adverse impact of
the international growth meltdown. Accordingly,
we allow 2010-11 as a year of adjustment and
begin our fiscal consolidation path only from
2011-12. For those states which begin the process
from a more adverse fiscal situation than others,
a longer period is granted for conforming to the
mainstream. Thus, our prescriptions explicitly
recognise that one size does not fit all. Although
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public investment is growth-promoting, its
quantum in any single year has to be subjected
to an overall fiscal deficit cap. This ensures that
public claims on financial savings do not crowd
out private investment. It also ensures
avoidance of the kind of bunching of repayment
obligations that can happen when public
borrowing is not paced uniformly across years
and permits the kind of pre-planning and
judicious choice of projects necessary if public
investment is to have maximal impact. These are
the multiple considerations that have gone into
our configuration of the roadmap for fiscal
adjustment over the horizon 2010-15.
3.25 We have also carried forward the practice,
introduced by FC-XII, of incentivising fiscal
consolidation by states. The intent is not to
restrict the discretionary latitude of states with
respect to their fiscal domain, but to secure
commitment by all states to the national fiscal
consolidation required for achievement of
macroeconomic stability. Our projections of
revenues of states into 2010-15 enjoin greater
tax effort on the part of states with a poor revenue
collection record, thus implicitly rewarding
states with higher levels of past achievement. Our
projections of state expenditures are based on
norms by type of expenditure, thus indicating
the directions open to states for expenditure
reform. Equally, the proposed expansionary
fiscal consolidation path for the Union will
promote inclusive growth.
3.26 We have sought to design grants with a
view to incentivising improvements in
accountability of, transparency in and
innovation at, the cutting edge of the public goods
delivery process. Thus, the Commission’s
approach is geared to advancing the fiscal
reforms agenda in all these three dimensions.
3.27 Expenditure reforms are an important
driver of the Commission’s approach to the
fiscal roadmap for the future. Two
game-changing tax reforms, namely GST and the
new Direct Tax Code, will give considerable
impetus to revenue growth. Expenditure reforms
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at all levels of the government have a strategic
role in the Commission’s approach towards fiscal
consolidation. A major thrust of the proposed
expenditure reforms is to improve the supply of
public goods which is also inclusive by reducing
existing untargeted and regressive subsidies.
Other reforms are aimed at improving the
productivity of public expenditure. These
include: (i) performance-linked incentives to
states and local bodies; (ii) measures to improve
transparency and accountability, e.g., stricter
audit procedures; (iii) ‘institutional deepening’
for better expenditure management, e.g.,
creation of the local body ombudsman, fiscal
council
and
independent
evaluation
organisations; (iv) promotion of innovations and
their diffusion so as to reduce cost as well as to
improve quality of public services and (v) larger
fiscal transfers to the local bodies, to encourage
speedier implementation of the 73 rd and 74 th
Constitutional amendments regarding the
transfer of functions and functionaries in
consonance with the subsidiarity principle.

Considerations in Recommending the
Design of Fiscal Transfers
3.28 The approach to designing fiscal transfers
by this Commission is, in its basics, consistent
with the approach of recent Commissions. The
availability of resources and expenditure
requirements of the Centre and the states has
been assessed on the basis of certain norms.
Having estimated these, the vertical and
horizontal devolution of taxes is determined.
Grants are then allocated to states, based on
certain criteria. However, these are not to be
understood as linear stages in the Commission’s
working. A calibrated normative approach, is
followed, where the assessment of resources
available and expenditure commitments
forecast by different government entities is
undertaken, bearing in mind the overall
resource envelope available to the general
government, viz. gross revenue receipts of the
Government of India and the State
Governments, as well as the desired roadmap
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for fiscal consolidation. An iterative process with
application of careful judgment and appreciation
of the evolutionary nature of past trends helped
us to determine the vertical sharing of resources
between the Union and the states. Our endeavour
has been to make this process transparent in our
explanation of the logic underlying the
Commission’s recommendations on vertical and
horizontal devolution and the principles
governing the award of grants-in-aid to the states
and local bodies.
3.29 Table 3.1 gives the share of each state in
total FC transfers and the deviation from the
mean share across Commissions. This analysis
has been carried out for all Commissions. We
have, as far as possible, tried to keep the
boundaries of the states across two consecutive
FCs same, so as to enable proper comparison.
For example, in the case of FC-XII the share of
Jharkhand has been added to that of divided
Bihar to get the share of undivided Bihar for
comparison with the Bihar of FC-XI. Our analysis
indicates that differences exceeding 1 per cent
are very rare; the largest difference, of 3.31 per
cent, happening but once in the case of the
Eleventh Commission, relative to the Tenth
Commission, for Bihar. By and large, inter se
changes in tax devolution shares tend not to
exceed half a percentage point. Differences tend
to be larger in the case of grants; and even so,
differences exceeding 3 per cent are fairly rare.
In some cases, (e.g., Nagaland and Jammu &
Kashmir in the case of the last two Commissions),
the large differences reflect the provision or
expiry of a major specific purpose grant. It can,
therefore, be concluded that, in general, the inter
se shares of Finance Commission transfers have
not varied widely over the various Commissions.
This is an important feature of the political
economy of India’s fiscal federalism.
3.30 This remarkable stability across time and
over a variety of circumstances, (for instance,
covering the years of fiscal squeeze as well as the
relative fiscal abundance of recent years) has
meant that the structure of inter-governmental
fiscal relations has not been ‘shocked’ by changes

in macro-fiscal circumstances and has, in turn,
not caused structural shocks to the macro-fiscal
situation in the Indian economy. Thus, there is a
marked tendency towards stability in the relative
share of the Centre and states in respect of
aggregate transfers.
3.31 The overall approach of the Commission
has taken account of the following issues in the
design of fiscal transfers:
i) Symmetry between the Centre and states: It is
commonly understood that the intent of setting
up a Constitutional body such as the Finance
Commission is to ensure that all levels of
government are accorded similar treatment. In
making projections of revenue and expenditure
we have applied a normative discipline for both
the Centre and states.
ii) Equal treatment: There are two contexts in
which this proposition may be understood. First,
there is no automatic priority accorded to any
level of government, or to any two units at the
same level of government within the framework
of inter-governmental relations, in the
Commission’s award. Second, the Commission is
concerned with equalisation, not equity. This
proposition needs to be understood in a
citizen-centered, rather than governmentcentric fashion, namely, that all citizens of India
should expect to receive a comparable standard
of public services, irrespective of where they
reside within the Republic of India. The intent is
to ensure that the states and local bodies have the
fiscal potential to provide comparable levels of
public services, at reasonably comparable levels
of taxation. Clearly, this does not mean that per
capita expenditure on such provision will be even
across the country; conversely, it means that one
of the requirements of equal treatment is to
address differences in fiscal needs and cost
disabilities for providing a similar level of public
services, which may be higher or lower than the
average. Thus, the principle does not guarantee
uniformity in public services across the country,
but addresses the fiscal requirements of each
jurisdiction to enable such uniformity.
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5.60

(1.69)

(-1)

(-1.37)

(0.29)

8.44

(-0.82)

(0.41)

8.57

(-1.31)

14.04

(0.21)

(-0.53)
14.53

1.38

(-0.93)

0.63

(0.44)

6.98

5.87
(0.81)

4.99

(-0.74)

1.76

(-0.07)

(-0.37)

2.13

6.01
(0.62)

(0.55)

15.90

(-0.2)

0.96

(0.68)

(0.12)

15.47

(0.26)

1.42

(-0.29)

6.25

(0)

(-0.09)
7.21

0.26

(-0.81)

4.25

(-0.86)

1.64

(-0.54)

4.84

(0.14)

1.34

(0.24)

0.97

(0.23)

1.19

Eighth

0.18

(-0.73)

4.33

(-0.48)

2.01

(-0.66)

4.72

(-0.04)

8.74
(0.59)

7.66
(-0.49)

(-1.16)

6.99

(0.48)

15.83

(0.18)

1.34

(-0.15)

6.38

(-0.03)

0.23

(-0.29)

4.77

(-0.46)

2.04

(-0.85)

4.53

(0.06)

(-1.16)

6.99

(1.1)

16.46

(0.19)

1.35

(-0.69)

5.85

(-0.02)

0.24

(1.09)

6.15

(-0.92)

1.58

(-0.17)

5.21

(-0.02)

1.17

(0.12)

1.25

0.96

(0.41)

(0.05)

0.78

(0.06)

1.02

Ninth (2)

1.25

(0.09)

0.82

(0.13)

1.09

Ninth (1)

(-1.54)

6.61

(0.6)

15.95

(0.1)

1.27

(-0.64)

5.89

(0.05)

0.31

(-0.03)

5.03

(-0.91)

1.58

(-1.1)

4.28

(0.04)

1.23

(-0.05)

0.80

(0.1)

0.83

(-0.02)

0.94

Tenth

(-0.05)

8.10

(2.7)

18.05

(-0.16)

1.00

(-1.57)

4.97

(0.11)

0.38

(0.36)

5.42

(-1.25)

1.25

(-0.61)

4.77

(-0.17)

1.02

(-0.26)

0.58

(-0.05)

0.68

(-0.22)

0.74

Eleventh

The FC-XII figures of UP, MP and Bihar are for the undivided state (i.e., it includes respectively figures of Uttarakhand, Chhattisgarh & Jharkhand).

Note: Figures in parentheses indicate deviation from the mean across Commissions.

(5.2)

6.78

5.41
(0.02)

(0.21)

1.15

(-0.09)

0.64

(-0.03)

0.93

Seventh

(3.92)

19.27

(-0.05)

1.11

(-1.68)

4.85

(-0.02)

0.24

(0.11)

5.17

(-0.79)

1.70

(-0.49)

4.89

(-0.21)

0.99

(-0.22)

0.62

(-0.15)

0.58

(-0.05)

0.91

Twelfth

(-1.42)

6.73

9.85

13.35

7.15

(-2.39)

12.96

(0.63)

7.17

(-0.54)

4.52

(-0.27)

2.22

(2.65)

(0.34)

1.41

(0.18)

(-0.38)

1.53

0.91

(0.37)

0.35

1.33

(-0.46)

Sixth

0.50

Fifth

West Bengal

(-4.06)

11.29

(0.47)

7.00

(0.3)

5.36

(2)

4.50

(2.34)

8.03

(0.81)

(-1.14)
7.72

2.01

Fourth

0.05

Third

1.61

13.51
(-1.85)

(0.94)

(0.41)

16.30

6.95

9.87

(-0.48)

(3.33)

4.57

(0.29)

(2.45)

(2.59)

5.35

4.95

5.09

4.51
(-0.87)

5.06

Second

(-0.32)

First

Uttarakhand

Uttar Pradesh

Tripura

Tamil Nadu

Sikkim

Rajasthan

Punjab

Orissa

Nagaland

Mizoram

Meghalaya

Manipur

State

8.15

15.35

1.16

6.54

0.26

5.06

2.50

5.38

1.20

0.84

0.73

0.96

Mean
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iii) Predictability: The ability of governments
to provide timely and need-based public
services should not be negatively impacted by
uncertainties and/or volatilities regarding
resource flows. In the Indian context, where
resource flows across inter-governmental units
are sizeable in magnitude, close attention needs
to be paid to this aspect in the design of the fiscal
framework. In India the Centre collects
important sources of revenue, which are then
devolved to the states. The Centre, states and
local authorities, all have a role to play in
financing the delivery of key public services
within their respective jurisdictions. It is
important to ensure that the medium term
framework for inter-governmental resource
allocation allows all tiers of government to be
reasonably certain about the resources at their
disposal, in order to undertake their respective
expenditure assignments. 1
iv) Incentives: Finance Commission awards are
but one part of the complex set of
institutions that constitute the framework of
inter-governmental arrangements in India. On the
fiscal side, institutions like the Planning Commission,
the finance departments and planning boards of
different states, state Finance Commissions, the
judiciary and the legislature, all play a role in
determining the mobilisation and allocation of
public resources. In this context the Finance
Commission can play an important role in
incentivising different tiers of government to
undertake fiscal measures. A sterling example of
this was the fiscal consolidation process undertaken
in the period 2005-10. The role played by the
previous Finance Commission was not that of
leading or implementing the process; instead, it was
that of incentivising the Central and State
Governments to act on their resolve to reform the
public finances of India, by recommending
appropriate fiscal and other policy measures that
could serve as a roadmap, together with a
framework of positive incentives for its
1

implementation. In our view the facilitating role of
the Finance Commission in designing such
incentives is as critical as, if not more critical than,
the process of determining the criteria for
inter-governmental awards. Our Commission has,
therefore, tried to play its part in designing
incentives consistent with the Terms of Reference.
We have sought to maintain the incentive
component within the devolution formula, while
also seeking to provide grants to incentivise
improvements in governance and the environment.
We have, further, maintained time consistency of
incentives across recent Commissions in order to
improve the impact of such incentives.
3.32 Like our predecessors, this Commission’s
recommended award has to take a very large
number of variables into consideration, given the
terms of reference and the multi dimensional
balancing required to arrive at consistent vertical
and horizontal transfers. In our approach we
have tried to ensure that:
i)

The normative annual needs of the Centre
and the states are addressed at a level that
is largely acceptable to both, consistent with
the requirements of fiscal consolidation.

ii) The requirements of different elements in
the terms of reference of the Commissions
are addressed in a manner that is fully
compatible with the Constitutional
requirement to recommend an award that
takes account of the needs of the Centre as
well as those of the states.
iii) The design of vertical and horizontal
devolution as well as that of grants-in-aid
supports, rather than detracts from, efforts
to maintain a ‘hard budget constraint’.
iv) The design enables individual states to
access resources for their overall
development needs, through appropriate
inter se formulae for tax devolution, by a

Indira Rajaraman (2008), ‘The Political Economy of the Indian Fiscal Federation’ in Barry Bosworth, Suman
Bery and Arvind Panagariya (ed.), India Policy Forum 2007-08 (Brookings and NCAER), Volume 4; 1-35
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normatively forecasted non-plan revenue
deficit for those states that continue to
display a forecasted fiscal gap following the
Commission’s normative assessment of
their fiscal position for the 2010-15 period,
and through the provision of general and
state-specific grants.
v ) Adequate attention is paid to the low
resource base and the cost disabilities of
special category states due to their
physical geography, sparse terrain,
remoteness and historical circumstances.
3.33. We are required to consider the impact of
the proposed implementation of the goods and
services tax with effect from 1 April 2010,
including its impact on the country’s foreign trade.
GST, with its revenue and growth effects, influences
three other items in our ToR. These include the
reference to estimation of the resources of the
Central and State Governments, the reference to
the potential to improve the tax-GDP ratio of the
Centre and the states, the reference to the need to
balance the receipts and expenditure on the
revenue account and to generate surpluses for
investment. We have, therefore, attempted to be
holistic in our consideration of GST as this is,
indeed, a ‘game-changing’ reform to create India
as a vibrant common market. Our approach seeks
to define the contours of the present debate on
GST and outline the framework for a Model GST. A
National Council of Applied Economic Research
(NCAER) study sponsored by the Commission
explains why implementation of such a Model GST
will be a positive sum game and will bring
considerable economic benefits for the whole
country, with reduced transaction costs, revenue
neutrality and substantially lower tax rates. This
study also suggests that implementation of the
model GST will lead to better environmental
outcomes. We seek to propose a ‘Grand Bargain’
through which such a GST can be implemented
and which incorporates assurances on
compliance by all parties. We have also addressed
the concerns voiced by some states on possible
negative impacts.

3.34. There has been significant advancement
since the Government of India announced its
intention, in February 2007, to move to a GST
by April 2010. The Empowered Committee of
state Finance Ministers has released two
significant documents–‘The Model and Road Map
for Goods and Services Tax in India’ in April
2008 and the ‘First Discussion Paper on Goods
and Services Tax in India’ in November 2009.
These documents, while reflecting the
commitment of the State Governments to
implement GST, indicate the present stage of the
agreement reached on the GST model and its
implementation modalities. The Discussion Paper
suggests the possibility of different rates for goods
and services and different tax thresholds for the
Central GST and the State GST, while exempting a
number of items. It has yet to take a final view on
the Revenue Neutral Rate to be adopted and the
treatment of some goods. A number of State
Governments and industry associations have
independently expressed their concerns to the
Commission on the framework of the GST. We
have, therefore, attempted to move this debate
forward by defining the contours of a Model GST
and incentivising State Governments to adopt it.

Vertical Devolution: Issues and Approach
3.35 A key economic feature of a nation State is
the existence of an internal common market. An
important objective of economic policy should
be to make sure that this market functions as
efficiently as possible. This happens when
resources and commodities move from one
region to another without impediments or
distortions caused by policy. While differences
in local cost conditions may exist, their mitigation
is a legitimate objective of policy making.
However, distortions caused by faulty policy
design are undesirable. In a decentralised tax
system differences in tax structures across
jurisdictions can cause undesirable distortions.
In addition, there are fixed administrative costs
associated with collecting different taxes which
can be mitigated by a joint collection mechanism.
Thus, according to our Constitution, many direct
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taxes like Income Tax are levied and collected
by the Centre, but the proceeds are shared with
the states. Similarly, the principle of equal
treatment, irrespective of jurisdiction, is an
important part of the political settlement in India.
Thus, the principle that underpins both vertical
and horizontal devolution is that equality of
access should be enabled, but cannot ensure that
common standards in quality or outcomes in
public services are actually achieved. For that
to happen it is necessary that the average
cross-state level of tax effort assumed actually
prevails in the states and that efficiency of delivery
is not below the cross-state average. At the same
time, we recognise that the Central Government
can play a role in incentivising improved levels of
public service delivery across the country.
3.36 Vertical transfers can be justified on four
principal grounds. First, transfers may be
responses
to
the
extant
asymmetric
decentralisation of expenditure responsibility
and revenue-raising authority. Second, they may
be used to equalise the fiscal capacity of the
regions to avoid inefficient migration of persons
and businesses among regions and to foster
horizontal equity across the country. Third, these
may also be used in conditional forms to
neutralise fiscal externalities imposed by regional
governments on other regions, as well as to
achieve national standards in social programmes
and to induce efficiency in the internal economic
union. Finally, these may be used as instruments
for insuring regions against shocks to their fiscal
capacities (though this is mainly done through
grants-in-aid). Each of these reasons informs our
assessment of vertical devolution. Given the
background of the ongoing economic recession
it is clear that it is both efficient and desirable for
the Centre to institute countercyclical measures
to fulfil the key function of economic
stabilisation. At the same time, the symmetric
decentralisation of expenditure commitments
and resource mobilisation powers requires
redressal through vertical devolution. In
2

addition, devolution must be adequate with
regard to the requirements of fiscal consolidation
and reform that the Commission recommends.
3.37 The Constitution specifies the taxing powers
of the Centre and states with respect to different
sources of tax revenue. It can be argued that there
is a vertical imbalance in the distribution of these
taxing powers which has worsened over time, as
pointed out in Para 3.17. While in the total revenue
expenditure there has been long term stability
in the relative shares of the Centre and the
states after implementation of the transfers
recommended by the Finance Commission, the
buoyancy of central taxes has been higher than
those of the states and such a trend is expected to
continue, given the nature of tax assignment to
the Centre and states. Rangarajan & Srivastava
(2008)2 have shown that to maintain constancy
in the share of states in post-devolution total tax
revenue, this share would need to increase by the
margin by which the buoyancy of central tax
revenue exceeds the buoyancy of combined tax
revenue. The argument for using post-devolution
tax shares to maintain consistency, as against
altering tax assignments, is based on the premise
that most schemes of assigning resources in
different country settings tend to be biased in
favour of the Centre in assignment of tax collection
powers on efficiency grounds.
3.38 On the expenditure side it can also be
argued that the states have higher ‘fixed costs’
than the Centre, as reflected in their higher share
of committed expenditure in total non-plan
expenditure relative to the Centre. In addition,
states have restrictions placed on their
borrowing powers. These features exacerbate
the fiscal pressure on the states when, as is the
case at present, an economic slowdown occurs.
The discretionary fiscal space available to
states to maintain fiscal prudence in the face of
falling revenue buoyancy is less than that
of the Centre. In addition, over the period

C. Rangarajan & D.K. Srivastava (2008) : ‘Reforming India’s Fiscal Transfer System : Resolving Vertical &
Horizontal Imbalances’ : EPW Volume 43.
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2010-15, there is the added fiscal burden posed
by the states’ pay awards, following that of the
Sixth Central Pay Commission (CPC). The fiscal
burden of the latest round of pay awards is
much higher for the states in absolute as well
as relative terms. Another issue that has been
kept in mind is the increased tendency to
expand the share of the non-divisible pool of
resources available to the Centre, including
cesses and surcharges, relative to the divisible
pool. These important issues have informed the
Commission’s reflections on the appropriate
vertical devolution.
3.39 The Commission has explicitly recognised
the risks and uncertainties inherent in the current
macroeconomic situation. We have been mindful
that our economy will continue to face such,
particularly due to external shocks. Keeping this
in mind, we have been somewhat cautious in
projecting growth rates, for both GDP and for
revenues. In the case of GDP, our projected
growth rates are lower than those given to us by
the Planning Commission. For projecting revenues
of the Centre, the revenue buoyancy estimate that
we have adopted is lower than that of the Ministry
of Finance. Similarly, for the states’ revenue
projections, we have adopted relatively more
cautious revenue buoyancy parameters. Equally,
whether for the Union or for the states, our fiscal
correction targets are not overly ambitious, and
are more likely to lead to a situation where
performance is better than the promise. Such a
development will only enhance the confidence of
the markets, particularly the capital markets. This
is, perhaps, a better way to build the country’s
reputational capital and will, thus, bring many long
term benefits to the Central as well as State
Governments.
3.40 In the case of the Centre, as well as of the
states, we have viewed the first year of the award
period, namely 2010-11, as a year for adjustment
and recovery. We recognise the impact of
exogenous price shocks on key fiscal parameters.
These shocks make predictability difficult.
Thus, the proposed Central FRBM legislation
incorporates a terms of trade band, beyond which

the targets may be readjusted in a transparent
manner. Similarly, we recommend a mechanism
whereby, in such cases, the states are absolved
from the task of taking on macro-economic
adjustment and stabilisation. This task of
macroeconomic stabilisation is a function which
should be entirely assumed by the Central
Government. This is reflected in our recommended
design of the future fiscal roadmap.
3.41 In the design of a prudent fiscal regime
there is a choice between delivery of public goods
and services and provision of subsidies for
private goods. While it is undoubtedly true that
well directed subsidies can improve the access
of target groups to merit goods, the extent to
which this is true depends on what is subsidised
and how. From the academic and policy literature
on the subject and based on studies prepared for
the Finance Commission, we are of the view that
the impact of many central subsidies–including
tax expenditures–is, on balance, regressive. Per
capita subsidies flowing to the poorer states from
the three major subsidies, viz. food, fertiliser and
petroleum, were found to be far lower than the
national average. The reasons for this may vary
across the subsidies. Food subsidies are
determined inter alia by efficiency of
administrative arrangements in the respective
states, as well as by their fiscal capacity to provide
additional subsidies. The use of fertilisers is
directly linked to irrigation facilities created and
the size of land holdings. Consumption of
petroleum products is directly proportional to
the purchasing power of citizens. We have no
persuasive evidence that price subsidies on
foodgrains, power and irrigation–constituting the
bulk of subsidies at the state level–are effective.
In fact, in our consultations and state visits we
found several examples of regressive incidence
of these subsidies, largely on account of leakages
and highly imperfect targeting systems. This is a
cause for concern.
3.42 Given that inclusive growth is the
overriding objective of public policy, regressive
untargeted subsidies that reduce fiscal space for
key growth-promoting public investments and
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delivery of public goods to enhance inclusiveness
are, today, a fiscal obstacle to the acceleration of
India’s development transformation. We have
also noted that the preceding Finance
Commissions took a very similar view in their
normative assessments of central and state
finances. Hence, this Commission, in its
normative approach and recommendations with
respect to the future fiscal roadmap, has
recommended a fiscal path wherein subsidies are
closely targeted. We have sought to discourage
public spending on subsidies that detract from
inclusive growth and, so, reduce fiscal space.

Horizontal Devolution:
Issues and Approach
3.43 In determining horizontal devolution, the
reports of previous Commissions and the
professional literature identify four issues that
need to be addressed:
i) Fiscal need: In a diverse country like India it is
common for the fiscal needs of different states to
vary. The drivers of such differences also vary.
The Commission has to balance the need for equal
treatment with the need to be sensitive to the
requirements of states in different stages of the
development transformation. It is in this context
that purpose- and state-specific grants assume
great importance. This is particularly the case
since, as represented to us by many states, fiscal
need is not adequately captured by state level
development indicators. There are also
important intra-state disparities which, quite
legitimately, require deployment of resources to
address their fiscal needs. While lack of adequate
district level data has not allowed the
Commission to address this issue as directly as
we would have liked, we have been mindful that
differences in fiscal need cannot be addressed
simplistically.
ii) Fiscal capacity: The core task of all states in
the Union of India is to provide those public
goods and services that their Constitutional
responsibility mandates. However, the fiscal
capacity–measured by the revenue base available
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to each state–varies. The considerations that
determine the inter se share of an individual state
in the divisible pool need to factor in a state’s
fiscal capacity. If all states had equal fiscal
capacity, then this would be done simply by
dividing such a pool on the basis of fiscal need.
However, recognising the differences in the tax
base of different states, this is not an approach
that has historically been followed.
iii) Costs of providing similar levels of public
goods and services: Such differences arise due
to feature-based or historical circumstances,
adverse physical geography, sparse terrain, or
geopolitical constraints to development. To some
extent, the definition of some states as ‘special
category states’ addresses this issue. However,
adequate attention will need to be paid to such
factors, given the Commission’s terms of
reference with respect to disaster management
and the attention we seek to give to green growth.
iv) Rewarding efficiency in public management,
fiscal effort and outcomes: The adoption of fiscal
responsibility legislation and the general
improvement in the fiscal health of many states
has been one of the most positive features of the
period following the report of FC-XII. We are
mindful of the need to sustain and build upon
this effort and this requires incentivising
improved efficiency in public expenditure
management and revenue effort.
3.44 We commissioned a joint study by the
Institute of Economic Growth (IEG) and India
Development Foundation (IDF) to evaluate the
impact of fiscal transfers. The IEG-IDF study
constructed a multi-regional Computable
General Equilibrium (CGE) model where the
Indian economy was stylised as an economy
comprising three regions, viz. high income,
middle income and low income regions. The IEGIDF study has provided valuable insights. This
shows that well-designed fiscal transfers from high
income to low income regions of India have net
positive welfare implications for all three regions.
This is essentially due to the deep economic
interdependence of the three regions and this
impact will be even higher if such transfers are
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utilised for increased expenditure on basic needs
and on capital formation. We have taken this into
account in our approach to both horizontal
devolution and grant design.

fiscal discipline will, ceteris paribus, have the
possibility of improving their inter se shares.

3.45 With regard to the criteria and weights for
horizontal devolution, it is difficult to map a
one-to-one correspondence between individual
criteria and one or more of the issues raised
above. For instance, higher population and/or
area indicate the need to spend more in absolute
terms to provide the same level of public goods
and services. Equally, for similar levels of Gross
State Domestic Product (GSDP), a state with
higher population would, ceteris paribus, have
greater fiscal capacity. A larger area, ceteris
paribus, implies larger factor endowment and
therefore, positively impacts fiscal capacity. For
this reason, this Commission has not attempted
to explicitly assign specific criteria as measures
of fiscal capacity or fiscal need. In the case of
cost disabilities, the distinction between the
general and special category states provides a
macro-level recognition of this factor in the
normative assessment as well as in the allocation
of general and state-specific grants.

3.47 Generally, the amount of grants-in-aid
provided to the states by different Finance
Commissions since the First Finance
Commission have been under the Constitutional
obligation of the Union Government as per
articles 273 (1) and 275 (1). In addition, other
kinds of grants have been given to the states to:
(i) reduce disparities in the availability of
various administrative and social services
across states; (ii) allow particular states to meet
special financial burdens emerging as a result of
their peculiar circumstances; and (iii) to provide
resources for specific activities considered to
be national priorities. Further, grants such as
the Debt Consolidation and Relief Facility of the
Twelfth Finance Commission mean foregone
revenues for the Centre.

3.46 Since the Commission is concerned with
equalisation, not equity, it is both feasible and
possible to address efficiency and fiscal
equalisation, using both instruments available
to the Commission, viz. grants and devolution.
In the case of efficiency and performance, we
have made a special effort to address the
concerns of some states regarding the
possibility of perverse incentives. The lack of
adequate data to design forward-looking
indicators has, perhaps, been the greatest
challenge in this endeavour. Despite this
constraint the Commission has sought to
explicitly recognise and give due weight to
considerations of efficiency and performance in
its overall design. It should be pointed out that
the wider the differences over time in the
response to incentives to secure fiscal discipline,
the less likely will be the stability in inter se
shares of the different states. Equally, states that
respond to incentives to maintain and enhance

Principles Governing the Design of Grants

3.48 It has been argued that Non-Plan Revenue
Deficit (NPRD) grants risk moral hazard by
providing an incentive to states to run non-plan
revenue deficits. Our analysis of the incidence of
such grants does not seem to indicate that this is
true in the case of general category states. Only
one state has received an NPRD grant from each
and every Finance Commission, which, however,
has been declining absolutely and sharply in real
terms since the award of FC-IX. While it is true
that some states have received significant grants
from specific Commissions, there is no pattern
showing increased inter-temporal recourse to
such grants by general category states. In the
case of special category states, cost disabilities
are such as to require the use of this instrument
to address fiscal equalisation, on a case-by-case
basis, much as envisaged by the Constitution, with
the need for such consideration diminishing as
the development payback from special attention
to these states kicks in over time. In this
Commission’s award there has been a significant
reduction in the volume and state-wise incidence
of NPRD grants, which is to be expected, given
the structural improvements in the fiscal position
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of many states, including special category states.
In the latter case, in recognition of the effort made
to exit NPRD, we have, in fact, deemed it
appropriate to acknowledge such achievement
with a performance incentive. In our view,
therefore, the need for NPRD grants diminishes
as structural fiscal reforms are implemented and
economic performance improves and we expect
this welcome trend to continue.
3.49 An important issue that arises when
considering the appropriate design of horizontal
distribution is whether to reward states for past
performance or incentivise states to improve
performance during the award period. It pertains
more to criteria that seek to capture fiscal
discipline and fiscal effort. Of course, if criteria
that reward are more or less consistent over time,
then these serve as incentives. For example, if it
is known that fiscal discipline will be: (i) given
due weight and (ii) measured roughly in the same
way over the next three Commission award
periods, then this acts as a built-in incentive
to states to design policies so as to accord with
such incentives.
3.50 The major constraint in designing forwardlooking incentives is the availability of real time
data on which to judge performance. The other
constraint is the lack of an institutional ‘home’ within
which assessments of improvements in
performance can be judged and awards
accordingly made. In the case of FRBM this task
was performed by the Ministry of Finance,
Government of India. The task was relatively simple,
given that the data on adherence to benchmarks
was fiscal in nature and available expeditiously from
the annual budgetary process. Milestones often
involved discrete actions, such as passing a specific
legislation or setting up a specific fund. We have
retained the forward-looking element in our design
of grants and have sought to extend such, where
feasible, to areas beyond the FRBM.
3.51
Our recommendations regarding the
principles for disbursement of different grants have
a conditionality element. We have taken the
utmost care not to have intrusive conditionalities;
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i.e., not be intrusive in the domain of decision
making by the State Governments and local
bodies. Our approach to setting conditionalities is
informed by three objectives:
i) To ensure additionality of resources: Mindful
of the fungibility of resources, our objective is to
discourage the use of grants to substitute what a
State Government is already spending on the
purpose for which the grant is being given. Thus,
the overall result of the grant should be to reduce
the deficit in resources to provide public goods.
ii) To improve transparency and accountability,
thus enabling a ‘feedback’ route in improving
policy formulation and implementation: If grants
were to incentivise greater transparency and
accountability in public spending, then they would
improve the effectiveness of public expenditure
and targeting of public goods. Thus, the
conditionalities should be viewed as incentives to
act and to improve the effectiveness of public
expenditure. There is a general consensus in policy
literature on Indian public expenditure that there
exists huge scope for doing this. Our approach, by
improving accountability and outcome delivery
consistent with our Terms of Reference, will
empower citizens as well as their elected
representatives, including those at the municipal
and panchayat levels.
iii) To assist in better monitoring of expenditure:
In designing the conditionalities/performancebased incentives for various grants we have
taken sufficient care to not to be intrusive vis-àvis the administrative domain of the State
Governments. As these grants flow from the
public exchequer, the touchstone for the
proposed performance-based incentives/
conditionalities is their potential for
contributing towards better prudential
monitoring of these expenditures.
3.52 We have sought to incentivise different
levels of government to adopt and undertake
green policy actions. Our approach has been to
use the grant instrument to foster such
incentives. In addition, we have also sought to
discourage policy actions that distract from
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sustainable development, such as the fertiliser
subsidy in the case of the Centre and power
subsidies in the case of the states.
3.53 Our environmental grants both reward
past actions and incentivise future actions. The
forest grant that we recommend is essentially
a reward for contributing to the ecology and
bio-diversity of India, as well as a compensation
to states for the opportunity loss on account of
keeping areas under forest.
3.54 A quantum increase in the supply of
electricity is a critical requirement for future
sustainable growth. It is desirable that this growth
takes place in the greenest possible fashion, with
the maximum reduction in carbon intensity. We
have, therefore, provided forward looking grants
as an incentive to increase the share of electricity
generated from renewable sources.
3.55 During our visits to the states and to local
bodies it became apparent to us that improved
management of India’s water resources was an
imperative for sustainable, inclusive development.
With this in mind, another of our environmental
grants incentivises the states to establish an
independent regulatory framework for the water
sector. We also expect a substantial increase in
our grants to local bodies to be used by them to
mitigate their environmental challenges in areas
such as water and solid waste management.
3.56 There is a general consensus that India’s
main development challenge is to improve
governance and effectiveness of public
institutions. In responding to considerations in
this area specified by the ToR, we have used grants
to incentivise state and local governments to
demonstrably improve outcomes. We have
focused on specific areas where such results might
be achieved, with the hope that the
demonstration effect will lead to all-round
improvements across the public service
delivering mechanism. Thus, we have proposed
a forward looking grant that would reward states
for their public health efforts towards reduced
infant mortality rates–one of the most important
MDGs.

3 . 5 7 Monitoring and evaluation to improve the
link between outputs and outcomes requires
adequate data and statistical systems that allow
such monitoring and evaluation to be evidence
based. We have, therefore, recommended a grant
for improving statistical systems at the district
and state level, that complements national level
initiatives to improve the quality, richness and
reliability of national statistical systems.
3.58 In addition, we have consulted with the
Department of Justice and State Governments on
appropriate fiscal incentives to assist the judicial
system to improve the speed and effectiveness
of delivery of this critical public good and have
recommended a grant for the purpose. Likewise,
we have made state-specific grants to expand and
improve the training of police personnel.
3.59 Looking forward, we recognise that
improvement in governance is as much, if not
more, about emulating historic best practice as
about innovating to deliver better. The President
of India has declared the next ten years as the
‘decade of innovation’, but innovation happens
not just in the laboratories, universities and
cutting edge research institutions of our nation;
it also happens, as we have seen in our visits to
the states, in the districts, villages and towns of
India, where people innovate to perform and
deliver better in their day-to-day activities. We
are of the view that these innovations are the
essence of the continual effort to improve
governance and, therefore,
need to be
recognised, rewarded and shared. To this end,
we have recommended the creation of a district
innovation fund to incentivise and recognise these
processes, at the levels of government closest to
the ordinary citizen as well as a grant for the
establishment of a national Centre for
Innovations in Public Systems (CIPS).
3.60 Thus, our approach to governance has
been to incentivise innovations, improvements
and outcomes in a selected number of areas in
which such improvements can be easily designed
and recognised. We believe that this would spur a
virtuous cycle of improvements in governance in
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every sphere of public activity by demonstrating
that such improvements are within the power of
every civil servant and public agent, irrespective
of their location and the challenges and constraints
within which they work.

State-specific Grants: Approach
3.61 The Commission has recommended the
award of state-specific grants following two broad
priniciples.
i)

Our field visits and discussions led us to
believe that even relatively small grants
have shown discernible results, provided
that these were directed towards felt needs.
This was particularly true of sectors which
do not benefit from centrally sponsored
programmes or where there are significant
funding gaps.

ii) There is also a rationale for state-specific
grants where these address deprivation,
generate
significant
externalities
(especially environmental externalities),
meet the needs of the marginal groups or
areas and encourage policy innovations.

Assignment of Resources to Local
Bodies: Issues
3.62 We
consulted
extensively
with
representatives of both urban and rural local
bodies as well as representatives of autonomous
district councils during our visits to all the states.
One issue raised uniformly by public
representatives was lack of funds to provide
adequate levels of even basic services such as
drinking water, sewerage, solid waste
management and street lighting to their citizens.
This problem is intensified by the increasing pace
of urbanisation as well as the rising cost of
providing such services in rural areas.
3.63 The transfer of funds, functions and
functionaries to local bodies consistent with the
XI and XII Schedules of the Constitution has met
with limited success so far. The traditional
theology that funds and functionaries will follow
functions does not appear to have worked. A
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number of states have notified transfer of
functions, but this has not been followed by
transfer of funds and functionaries. Only some
states have significantly empowered local bodies
by transferring expenditure obligations, taxation
powers and staff resources to them. It has been
contended that decentralisation is not fiscally
neutral as it will generate increased demands in
the scope, scale and quality of services provided
by the local bodies. Thus, more funds devolved
to local bodies would encourage State
Governments to accelerate their decentralisation
efforts. Transfer of functions and functionaries
may then follow transfer of funds.
3.64 We have also noted that in recent times the
local bodies have been entrusted with funds, often
directly through Centrally Sponsored Schemes
(CSS) such as the National Rural Employment
Guarantee Scheme (NREGS) and Jawaharlal Nehru
National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM),
which have stretched their already limited
planning implementation and accounting
capacities. There is a felt need and demand for
untied funds to augment local capacities, which
was communicated to us almost universally
across states during our visits.
3.65 While the issue of providing additional
funding support to local bodies is significant, all
the building blocks of the third tier structure
deserve attention. These include: (i) entrusting
local bodies with implementation and expenditure
responsibilities consistent with their mandate;
(ii) enhancing their capacity to meet these
obligations through assigning necessary revenue
raising powers as well as providing adequate
transfers; (iii) making them accountable for their
performance, including delivery of services as per
previously notified standards; (iv) strengthening
the functioning of the State Finance Commissions;
and (v) providing focussed support to the
scheduled and excluded areas. The Eleventh and
Twelfth Finance Commissions made a number of
recommendations in this regard. Some of these
recommendations, though important, have not
been implemented so far. More needs to be done
to promote decentralisation. We also need to put
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in place a stronger incentive mechanism aimed at
persuading State Governments to decentralise
further. Our analysis develops on the work already
done
while
attempting
to
identify
and address major challenges in achieving
these objectives.
3.66 Based upon our consultations, as well as
the studies sponsored, the issues to be addressed
by us were classified into four broad categories:
i) Issues related to devolution: These include:
(a) The volume of support to local bodies and the
parameters that should be used for deciding
interstate allocations; (b) the basis on which
grants are distributed between rural and urban
areas; (c) whether local bodies can be provided a
share of the divisible pool instead of a grant;
(d) possibilities for using a devolution index;
(e) how to prevent delays in transmission of funds
to local bodies and (f) whether the use of
conditionalities is advantageous.
ii) Issues relating to preparation of accounts and
audit: The generation of credible data on the
performance of local bodies is essential for any
meaningful analysis of their financial and
operational performance. Presently, the lack of
audited comparable data across local bodies
limits their effective utilisation by State Finance
Commissions and prevents comparability across
states. The issues which we examine include: (a)
uniformity and consistency in the accounts of
urban and rural local bodies; (b) a uniform audit
procedure for all states in the country to ensure
comparability and (c) accountability of local
bodies through appropriate mechanisms.
iii) Issues relating to the functioning of State
Finance Commissions: The State Finance
Commissions, which buttress the functioning of
local bodies, need to be strengthened, their
functioning made more predictable and the
process of implementing their recommendations
made more transparent. To enable this, the issues
to be addressed include: (a) the need to ensure
that SFC reports across states are adequately
analytical and similar in approach; (b) the need
to ensure that State Governments take prompt

action on the SFC recommendations; (c) the need
to ensure that SFC reports are synchronous with
the report of the National Finance Commission;
(d) basis on which the grants would be divided
between rural and urban local bodies and
(e) whether the Finance Commission’s
recommendations
for
augmenting
the
consolidated funds of the states should be made
after considering the SFC reports, rather than on
the basis of these reports.
iv) Other related issues: (a) The role of
development authorities and how their
functioning can be made consistent with
schedules XI and XII; (b) treatment of ‘excluded’
areas where parts IX and IX A of the Constitution
do not apply; (c) measures needed to enhance
the collection of property tax; (d) revamping of
fire services and (e) treatment of nagar
panchayats.

Assignment of Resources to Local
Bodies: Approach
3.67 In the light of past experience, we have
adopted a platform-based incentive approach to
determine the volume of local body grants to be
provided to each state. Following previous
Commissions, we will continue to provide for a
grant to all the states for meeting the needs of the
local bodies for the period 2010-15. In addition,
we have sought to incentivise devolution and
performance through the introduction of a
performance-based component which will be
available only to those states which meet the
stipulations related to the issues identified above
by 2011-12. The year 2010-11 will be available
for states to meet these stipulations. In our view,
this time is adequate. States which are unable to
do so, but meet these stipulations in subsequent
years, will be eligible for grants prospectively.
3.68 We have kept the performance grant at an
appropriately high level so as to strongly motivate
states to meet these conditionalities. The
conditionalities imposed by us are not novel. They
have been examined and recommended by a
number of bodies including earlier Finance
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Commissions, the Second Administrative Reforms
Commission (SARC), the Comptroller and Auditor
General (C&AG) and the respective ministries of
the Government of India. They are aimed at
inducing change to improve the functioning of
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local bodies, ensuring predictability and
transparency in transfer of funds and enhancing
the functioning of State Finance Commissions. A
number of states are already in compliance with
some of these conditionalities.

CHAPTER 4

Review of Union and State Finances
Introduction
4.1
The post-2003-04 period witnessed a
number of important developments which had a
bearing on the public finances of the Centre as well
as the states. The country entered a higher growth
trajectory, marking a distinct break from the past.
There was considerable improvement in revenue
growth following the higher growth in the economy.
The operationalisation of the Fiscal Responsibility
and Budget Management Act (FRBMA) by the
Centre in 2004-05 ushered in an era of rule-based
management of public finances. The introduction
of Value Added Tax (VAT) by most states in
2005-06 considerably enhanced their tax base.
Revenue augmentation by states was supplemented
by the recommendations of the Twelfth Finance
Commission (FC-XII), whereby the share of states
in the net tax revenues of the Centre was raised from
29.5 per cent to 30.5 per cent. The Commission also
recommended higher specific purpose grants to
states. The benefit of the Debt Consolidation and
Relief Facility (DCRF) recommended by the
Commission was conditional on the states enacting
Fiscal Responsibility Legislation (FRL). All states,
with the exception of West Bengal and Sikkim,
responded by enacting FRL. The DCRF, by linking
the debt waiver to reduction of revenue deficit and
containing fiscal deficit at least at the level of
2004-05, incentivised the states to undertake fiscal
correction. The DCRF resulted in considerable relief
to the states in terms of debt write-off and savings
in interest payments on outstanding central loans.
4.2
Following these developments, there was
considerable improvement in the finances of both
the Centre and the states till 2007-08. The revenue

deficit of the Centre declined from 3.57 per cent of
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 2003-04 to
1.11 per cent in 2007-08. The Centre’s fiscal deficit
declined by 1.79 percentage points, to 2.69 per cent
of GDP in the same period. The revenue account of
the states recorded a surplus of 0.94 per cent of GDP
in 2007-08 as compared to a deficit of 1.25 per cent
of GDP in 2004-05. The aggregate fiscal deficits of
the states declined by 1.89 percentage points, to
1.51 per cent of GDP over the same period. At the
level of both the Centre and the states, fiscal
consolidation was, to a considerable degree, enabled
by enhanced tax effort and tax reforms.
4.3
The global downturn caused a sharp decline
in GDP growth in 2008-09 and is likely to adversely
affect growth prospects in 2009-10. GDP growth
declined sharply to 6.7 per cent in 2008-09, from an
average of 9.4 per cent in the preceding three years.
Apart from the impact of international
developments, the deficient south-west monsoon in
2009-10 has also been an adverse factor for growth.
The Economic Advisory Council (EAC) to the Prime
Minister puts the likely GDP growth in 2009-10 at
about 6.5 per cent. The Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
has forecast GDP growth in 2009-10 at 6 per cent,
with an upward bias. The sharp decline in growth of
the economy has triggered an expansionary fiscal
stance by the Centre as a countercyclical measure.
The Centre has put in place three fiscal stimulus
packages in quick succession (December 2008,
January 2009 and February 2009) comprising
reduction in tax rates, enhancement of drawback
rates for exports, extension of tax exemptions and
additional allocations under the plan for Centrally
Sponsored Schemes (CSS) like the National Rural
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Employment Guarantee Scheme (NREGS).
Implementation of the recommendations of the Sixth
Central Pay Commission (CPC) by the Centre, farm
debt waiver and additional provision of funds for food
and fertiliser subsidies have added to the fiscal burden.
These additional commitments, though not a part of
the stimulus, have, nevertheless, served as fiscal
stimulus to the economy. Collectively, these have
meant a ‘pause’ in the implementation of the FRBMA
by the Centre. The states, too, have been allowed a
relaxation in their fiscal and revenue deficit targets.
4.4
The current expansionary fiscal stance must
also be seen against the requirement in our Terms
of Reference (ToR) that we consider the need to
improve the quality of public expenditure to obtain
better outputs and outcomes while formulating our
recommendations. Increased expenditure by the
government must also lead to superior outcomes
through higher productivity, enhanced efficiency
and greater effectiveness. While equity
considerations have dominated the devolution
debate in the past, recent Finance Commissions
have also incorporated the efficiency criterion in
their recommendations. This has, however, mostly
been linked to raising of revenue and the extent of
fiscal correction undertaken. Taking this initiative
forward, linking efficiency and effectiveness of
public expenditures to the quality of service delivery
and achievement of desirable outcomes remains a
major challenge.
4.5
Aganist the above backdrop, we analyze and
examine below the trends in the finances of the
Centre and states as a prelude to the formulation of
our views on the vertical and horizontal distribution
of resources.

Review of Central Finances
4.6
In the first instance, aggregate trends in
central finances are analyzed in terms of deficit
indicators. These are revenue, fiscal and primary
deficits. Deficits matter as they signal the impact of
changes in public finances on debt sustainability. As
the fiscal indicators will be analyzed in relation to
the targets set under the FRBMA, a brief description
of the FRBMA is in order. Faced with persistent fiscal
problems, manifested in the form of increasing
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revenue and fiscal deficits, the Central Government
enacted the FRBMA in 2003, which was brought into
force from 5 July 2004. In addition to stipulating
ceilings on fiscal indicators, the legislation laid down
fiscal management principles combining fiscal
transparency, budget integrity and accountability.
The main obligations of the Centre under the FRBMA
2003 and FRBM Rules 2004, as amended through
the Finance Act, 2004 are as follows:
i)

Eliminating revenue deficit by 2008-09 by
ensuring a minimum annual reduction of 0.5
per cent of GDP every year from 2004-05.

ii) Reducting fiscal deficit by at least 0.3 per
cent of GDP annually from 2004-05, so that
fiscal deficit is reduced to no more than 3
per cent of GDP at the end of 2008-09.
iii) Limiting government guarantees to 0.5 per
cent of GDP in any financial year and limiting
additional liabilities to 9 per cent of GDP in
2004-05 and thereafter reducing the limit
of 9 per cent by one percentage point of GDP
in each subsequent year.
iv) Central Government not to borrow from the
Reserve Bank of India from 2006-07.
v) Disclosing specified information, such as
arrears of revenue, government assets and
guarantees, latest from 2006-07.
vi) Undertaking quarterly review of receipts
and expenditure.
4.7
Table 4.1 presents a profile of the fiscal
indicators of the Central Government from 2003-04
onwards. Originally, the FRBMA mandated that the
revenue deficit should be eliminated and fiscal deficit
contained at 3 per cent of GDP by March 2008. In
2004, the target was shifted to March 2009 by an
amendment of the Act. The annual deficit reduction
targets could not be adhered to in 2005-06 as the
Centre pressed the ‘pause button’ to accommodate
the higher transfers recommended by FC-XII. The
revenue deficit of the Centre declined to 1.11 per cent
of GDP in 2007-08, its lowest level since 1990-91. In
2008-09, there was a total reversal of fiscal
correction with the revenue deficit reaching a level
of 4.53 per cent of GDP. The Union Budget for
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Table 4.1: Centre: Profile of Fiscal Indicators
(per cent of GDP)
Year

2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09 (RE)
2009-10 (BE)

Fiscal
Deficit

Revenue
Deficit

Primary
Deficit

Ratio of
Revenue to
Fiscal Deficit (%)

4.48
3.98
4.08
3.45
2.69
6.14
6.85

3.57
2.49
2.57
1.94
1.11
4.53
4.83

-0.03
-0.05
0.38
-0.19
-0.93
2.51
3.00

79.71
62.57
63.03
56.27
41.42
73.89
70.51

Note: Minus (-) sign indicates ‘surplus’.
Source: Basic data from Central Budget documents

2009-10, which was formulated against the backdrop
of the global downturn and subdued domestic demand,
envisaged a revenue deficit of 4.83 per cent of GDP.

highest in the post-reform period. Primary deficits
add to the debt-GDP ratio unless GDP growth is
higher than the interest rate on public debt.

4.8
The fiscal deficit of the Centre declined from
4.48 per cent of GDP in 2003-04 to 2.69 per cent in
2007-08, the lowest since 1990-91.There was a
reversal of the declining trend in 2008-09, with the
fiscal deficit ballooning to 6.14 per cent of GDP. For
2009-10, it has been budgeted at 6.85 per cent of
GDP. The reasons for the reversal of fiscal correction
in 2008-09 have been alluded to in Para 4.3. The
reversal of fiscal correction was not entirely on
account of the fiscal stimulus measures. Pay
revision, farm debt waiver and additional
expenditure on food and fertiliser subsidies have
added substantially to the fiscal burden. Much of
the deterioration in fiscal indicators observed in
2008-09 was on account of these additional
expenditure commitments. The EAC, in its
Economic Outlook for 2009/10, has placed the
deficit on account of reduction in tax revenue due
to economic slowdown as well as the tax cuts in
excise and service taxes effected as part of the fiscal
stimulus at about 1 per cent of GDP. The fiscal deficit
figures presented in Table 4.1 do not take into
account the off-budget bonds issued to the oil
marketing and fertiliser companies amounting to
Rs. 95,942 crore or 1.8 per cent of GDP in 2008-09.

4.10 The ratio of revenue deficit to fiscal deficit,
which indicates the extent to which borrowings are
used to meet current expenditure, declined from
nearly 80 per cent in 2003-04 to 41.42 per cent by
2007-08. However, this proportion went back to
nearly 74 per cent in 2008-09 (RE). Thus, a review
of the fiscal situation reveals that all fiscal indicators,
after registering an improvement in the years
following the enactment of the FRBMA, have
witnessed sharp deterioration in 2008-09 and
2009-10. The Union Government has expressed its
intention to return to the FRBM path of fiscal
correction at the earliest, as soon as the negative
effects of the global crisis on the Indian economy have
been overcome. We have been asked to revisit the
roadmap of fiscal adjustment and suggest a suitably
revised roadmap factoring in the need to bring the
liabilities of the Central Government on account of
oil, food and fertiliser bonds into fiscal accounting
as well as the impact of various other obligations on
deficit targets with a view to maintaining the gains
of fiscal consolidation through 2010-15.

4.9
The primary balance which turned into a
marginal surplus in 2003-04 continued to remain
in surplus till 2007-08 with the exception of
2005-06. The year 2008-09 witnessed a sharp
increase in primary deficit to 2.51 per cent of GDP.
It is budgeted at 3 per cent of GDP in 2009-10, the

4.11 Table 4.2 shows the sources of correction in
central finances between 2003-04 and 2007-08.
Between 2003-04 and 2007-08, the revenue deficit
of the Centre declined by 2.46 percentage points of
GDP. Much of this decline came from an improvement
in tax revenues. The marginal decline in revenue
expenditure of the Centre was entirely on account of
the decline in interest payments following softer
interest rates. What also contributed to the reduction
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Table 4.2: Fiscal Correction at the Centre: 2003-04 to 2007-08
(per cent of GDP)
2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08

I

Total Revenue Receipts (a+b)
9.58
a) Net Tax Revenue
6.79
b) Non Tax Revenue
2.79
II Revenue Expenditure
13.14
Of which: Interest Payments
4.50
III Capital Expenditure
3.96
IV Total Expenditure (II+III)
17.11
V Revenue Deficit (II-I)
3.57
VI Fiscal Deficit
4.48
Memo Item: Non-debt Capital Receipts 3.05

9.72
7.14
2.58
12.20
4.03
3.62
15.82
2.49
3.98
2.11

9.69
7.54
2.15
12.26
3.70
1.85
14.11
2.57
4.08
0.34

10.52
8.50
2.02
12.46
3.64
1.67
14.13
1.94
3.45
0.16

11.47
9.31
2.17
12.58
3.62
2.50
15.09
1.11
2.69
0.93

Change 2008-09 2009-10
2007-08
(RE)
(BE)
over
2003-04
1.89
2.52
-0.62
-0.56
-0.88
-1.46
-2.02
-2.46
-1.79
-2.12

10.56
8.76
1.81
15.10
3.62
1.83
16.93
4.53
6.14
0.23

10.49
8.10
2.40
15.32
3.85
2.11
17.43
4.83
6.85
0.09

Source: Basic data from Central Budget documents

in fiscal deficit was compression of capital
expenditure. Thus, the fiscal correction at the Centre
was largely on account of revenue augmentation and
partly on account of capital expenditure compression.
4.12 The outstanding liabilities of the Central
Government, after reaching 63.33 per cent of GDP
in 2004-05, started declining consistently (Table
4.3). This is because an economy can maintain a
stable debt-GDP ratio and incur a primary deficit as
long as the average nominal interest rate on debt is
lower than the nominal GDP growth rate. This decline
occurred even though a new component had been
added to internal debt in 2004-05, which is not
reflected in the fiscal deficit. The Government of India

introduced the Market Stabilisation Scheme (MSS)
in consultation with the RBI in April 2004. Under the
scheme, the Government of India raises money
through the issue of dated securities/treasury bills to
absorb excess liquidity in the market on account of
foreign inflows. The amount so raised was to be kept
in a separate account with the RBI and was not meant
to meet the expenditure needs of the government.
Despite a sharp increase in the fiscal deficit in the years
2008-09 and 2009-10, a marginal decline in the ratio
of outstanding debt to GDP is projected even in these
two years.
4.13 Among the components of outstanding debt,
there is an increase in the share of internal debt.

Table 4.3: Outstanding Liabilities of the Central Government
(per cent of GDP)
1999-00 2000-01
I. Public Debt
39.58
Of which:
a) Internal Debt
36.59
b) External Debt
2.99
II. Other Liabilities
12.72
Of which:
Reserve Funds and
Deposits
2.43
Total
Liabilities (I+II)
52.31

2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10
(RE)
(BE)

41.37

43.20

44.01

43.12

42.45

41.45

39.74

40.66

40.14

42.60

38.23
3.14
14.22

40.06
3.14
16.75

41.58
2.43
19.51

41.45
1.67
19.92

40.51
1.93
20.88

38.82
2.63
21.68

37.27
2.48
21.49

38.29
2.37
19.41

37.85
2.29
18.79

40.24
2.35
17.09

2.78

3.21

3.26

3.35

2.95

3.06

3.17

2.69

2.31

2.11

55.58

59.96

63.52

63.05

63.33

63.13

61.23

60.07

58.93

59.68

Notes: 1. Balances of external debt are according to book value.
2. Other Liabilities include National Small Savings Funds, State Provident Funds, other accounts such as Special Deposits of
Non-Government Provident Funds and Reserve Funds and Deposits.
Source: Basic data from Central Budget documents
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Because of the developments unfolding since the
global crisis, the Centre increased its net market
borrowings sharply, from Rs. 1,31,768 crore in
2007-08 to Rs. 2,61,972 crore in 2008-09 and
further to Rs. 3,97,957 crore in the budget
estimates for 2009-10. Following the global
downturn, the Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) signed with the RBI was amended in
February 2009 to allow a part of the amount in
the MSS account to be transferred to the
Consolidated Fund of India as part of the
government’s normal market borrowing
programme. Following this, an amount of Rs.
12,000 crore was transferred from the MSS
account to the Consolidated Fund of the Centre in
March 2009. A further amount of Rs. 28,000 crore
raised through MSS was de-sequestered in May
2009.
Gross Tax Revenues of the Centre
4.14 Higher GDP growth coupled with better tax
administration and introduction of new taxes such
as the ‘fringe benefit tax’, has resulted in higher
growth of tax revenues, particularly from 200405. The high buoyancy of direct tax revenues may

be attributed substantially to improvement in tax
compliance following the institution of the Tax
Information Network (TIN) and its
implementation by the National Securities
Depository Ltd (NSDL). According to the report
of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India
(C&AG), in 2002-03 almost 80 per cent of the
assessees for tax deduction at source (TDS) did
not file returns. With the setting up of the TIN in
January 2004, tax compliance has gone up
significantly.
4.15 The gross tax-GDP ratio went up by over
three percentage points in a span of four years, from
9.23 per cent in 2003-04 to 12.56 per cent in 200708 (Table 4.4). The entire improvement came from
the buoyancy of direct taxes, more particularly from
corporation tax, reflecting the increasing
profitability of the Indian corporate sector. In fact,
indirect tax-GDP ratio has remained stagnant
between 5 and 6 per cent since the late nineties.
4.16 As a result of the higher growth of direct
taxes, there has also been a shift in the composition
of gross tax revenues of the Centre. For the
first time in the history of public finances of the

Table 4.4: Major Taxes of the Centre: Performance since 2003-04
Year

Corporation
Tax

Income
Tax

Total
Direct
Taxes

Customs
Duties

Union
Excise
Duties

Service
Tax

Total
Indirect
Taxes

Total
Central Tax
Revenues
(Gross)

3.30
3.15
3.10
2.85
2.62
2.04
1.82

0.29
0.45
0.64
0.91
1.09
1.22
1.11

5.42
5.47
5.60
5.89
5.95
5.25
4.63

9.23
9.68
10.21
11.47
12.56
11.80
10.95

3.10
4.66
6.30
7.94
8.65
10.35
10.14

58.69
56.47
54.88
51.39
47.37
44.52
42.28

per cent of GDP
2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09 (RE)
2009-10 (BE)

2.31
2.63
2.82
3.50
4.08
4.17
4.38

1.50
1.56
1.56
1.82
2.17
2.03
1.82

3.81
4.22
4.61
5.57
6.61
6.55
6.32

1.77
1.83
1.81
2.09
2.20
2.03
1.67

per cent of Centre’s Gross Tax Revenue
2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09 (RE)
2009-10 (BE)

24.99
27.11
27.66
30.48
32.52
35.35
40.05

16.27
16.15
15.29
15.86
17.30
17.20
16.66

41.31
43.53
45.12
48.61
52.63
55.48
57.72

19.12
18.89
17.77
18.23
17.55
17.20
15.29

35.69
32.50
30.38
24.84
20.84
17.26
16.61

Note: Total Direct Taxes and Total Indirect Taxes include Other Taxes.
Source : Basic data from Central Budget documents
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country, direct taxes have overtaken indirect tax
collections in the year 2007-08. This is a healthy
development as direct taxes are more progressive
than indirect taxes. From less than 20 per cent
share in total tax revenues in 1990-91, the share of
direct taxes has increased to over 55 per cent in 200809. Figure 4.1 shows the trends in growth of direct
and indirect taxes as a proportion of GDP.
4.17 Within direct taxes, the share of
corporation tax has increased from 24.99 per cent
of gross tax revenue in 2003-04 to 35.35 per cent
in 2008-09, an increase of over 10 percentage
points. The share of income tax in gross tax
revenue of the Centre witnessed a marginal
increase from 16.27 per cent to 17.20 per cent in
the same period. In the case of indirect taxes,
while the share of custom duties in gross tax
revenue declined marginally by nearly two
percentage points between 2003-04 and
2008-09, the share of Union excise duties
witnessed a sharp decline of over 18 percentage
points. The sharp decline in the share of Union
excise duties was largely on account of rate cuts,
and in recent years, on account of the slowdown
in the growth of the manufacturing sector. The
share of indirect taxes would have fallen further
but for the buoyant revenue from service tax.
Service tax improved its share from 3.10 per cent
in 2003-04 to 10.35 per cent in 2008-09. The
increase in the share of service tax was on account
of an increase in both coverage as well as tax rates.
Figure 4.1: Centre’s Tax-GDP Ratio: Direct,
Indirect and Total (1970-71 to 2009-10 (BE))
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Trends in Non-tax Revenues
4.18 Non-tax revenue of the Centre mainly
comprises interest receipts, dividends and profits
from public sector undertakings including banks,
and receipts from economic services. Non-tax
revenues as a percentage of GDP have declined
from 2.79 per cent in 2003-04 to 1.81 per cent in
2008-09 (Table 4.2). The decline is mainly on
account of lower interest receipts from the states
due to termination of the practice of on-lending
to states, and interest relief as a result of the DCRF
following the recommendations of FC-XII. The
debt swap scheme under which the states swapped
their high-cost outstanding debt to the Centre with
low-cost market borrowings during 2002-05 also
partly resulted in lower interest payments by the
states. The share of interest receipts in the
non-tax revenues of the Centre declined from over
50 per cent in 2003-04 to less than 20 per cent in
2008-09. Now the predominant share in non-tax
revenues is accounted for by dividends and profits
and economic services. The non-tax revenue-GDP
ratio is budgeted to increase to 2.40 per cent in
2009-10. The bulk of improvement in this ratio
is expected from the communication sector
through the sale of 3-G spectrum. Exploitation
of offshore oil and gas reserves is likely to further
contribute to improvement in the non-tax
revenues of the Centre.
Trends in the Centre’s Expenditure
4.19 After registering a significant fall from 17.11
per cent of GDP in 2003-04 to 14.13 per cent of
GDP in 2006-07, total expenditure of the Central
Government rose to a level of 16.93 per cent of GDP
in 2008-09. The fall in the ratio of total
expenditure to GDP came mostly from a reduction
in capital expenditure. Capital expenditure of the
Centre, which declined from 3.96 per cent of GDP
in 2003-04 to 1.67 per cent of GDP in 2006-07,
rose to 2.50 per cent of GDP in 2007-08 (Table
4.5). This improvement was mainly the result of
an increase in the non-plan capital outlay to
acquire RBI’s stake in the State Bank of India.
Thereafter, capital expenditure declined to about
2 per cent of GDP in 2008-09.
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Table 4.5: Trends in Central Government Expenditure
(per cent of GDP)
Year
2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09 (RE)
2009-10 (BE)

Revenue
Expenditure
13.14
12.20
12.25
12.46
12.58
15.10
15.32

Interest Defence
Payments
4.50
4.03
3.70
3.64
3.62
3.62
3.85

Pay and
Allowances

2.18
2.41
2.25
2.07
1.94
2.15
2.42

1.21
1.16
1.08
1.00
0.97
1.33
1.50

Pensions Subsidies
0.58
0.58
0.56
0.54
0.51
0.61
0.60

1.61
1.46
1.32
1.38
1.50
2.43
1.90

Capital
Total
Expenditure Expenditure
3.96
3.62
1.85
1.67
2.50
1.83
2.11

17.11
15.82
14.10
14.13
15.09
16.93
17.43

Source : Basic data from Central Budget documents

4.20 Expenditure on interest payments, defence,
pay and allowances and subsidies are the main
components of the Centre’s revenue expenditure,
accounting for about 63 per cent of the total. While
the proportion of expenditure on interest payments
to GDP has shown a marginal decline because of the
low interest rate regime, expenditure on defence has
remained at more than 2 per cent of GDP in almost
all the years since 2003-04. Expenditure on pay and
allowances of Central Government employees
excluding defence personnel, after moderating from
1.21 per cent of GDP in 2003-04 to 0.97 per cent of
GDP in 2007-08, jumped to 1.33 per cent of GDP in
2008-09 and is estimated to go up even further to
1.50 per cent in 2009-10, the highest since 2000-01.
The increase in the ratio of pay and allowances is
mainly due to the implementation of the
recommendations of the Sixth CPC and payment of
40 per cent of the arrears in 2008-09 and 60 per
cent in 2009-10. Expenditure on pay and allowances
may moderate in the coming years with the tapering
off of the effect of payment of arrears.
4.21 Expenditure on explicit subsidies is the third
largest item of revenue expenditure after interest
payments and defence. Food and fertiliser subsidies
are the main explicit subsidies provided by the Centre.
Though the administered price mechanism for
petroleum products was dismantled, explicit subsidies
are provided in the Central Budget for kerosene and
cooking gas. Explicit subsidies as a proportion GDP,
after moderating from 2004-05 to 2007-08, have been
rising since then due to the firming up of commodity
prices, particularly those of food, fuel and fertiliser.
4.22 Table 4.6 presents trends in major explicit
subsidies as a proportion of the Centre’s revenue

receipts. Food subsidy is the difference between the
procurement prices and carrying costs of food
grains and the issue price for the public distribution
system. Expenditure on food subsidy as a
proportion of total revenue receipts of the Centre
witnessed some moderation between 2004-05 and
2006-07. However, thereafter there was a steep rise
in the food subsidy to Rs. 43,627 crore in 2008-09
from the previous year’s level of Rs. 31,328 crore.
This increase was on account of the increase in the
minimum support prices of food grains as well as
the quantum of food grains procured. Procurement
of rice went up from 26.3 million tonnes in
2007-08 to 32.8 million tonnes in 2008-09, while
that of wheat more than doubled from 11.1 million
tonnes to 22.7 million tonnes in the corresponding
period. Further, procurement and carrying costs
have increased, but the issue price has remained
unchanged since 1 July 2002. These developments
were reflected in the increase in expenditure on food
subsidy from 5.78 per cent of total revenue receipts
of the Centre in 2007-08 to 7.76 per cent in
2008-09. It is budgeted to go up further to 8.54 per
cent of revenue receipts in 2009-10. Andhra
Table 4.6: Explicit Subsidies Relative to the
Centre’s Revenue Receipts
(per cent)
Year
2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09 (RE)
2009-10 (BE)

Food
9.55
8.43
6.67
5.53
5.78
7.76
8.54

Fertiliser Others
4.49
5.19
5.34
6.04
6.00
13.49
8.13

Total

2.77
1.40
1.73
1.59
1.31
1.74
1.43

16.80
15.02
13.74
13.15
13.09
22.99
18.11

Source : Basic data from Central Budget documents
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Pradesh, Haryana, Punjab and Uttar Pradesh together
accounted for 69.5 per cent of the rice procured in the
Kharif season 2007-08, while Haryana and Punjab
alone accounted for 91.1 per cent of wheat procured
in the Rabi season of 2007-08.
4.23 The second largest explicit subsidy is that
on fertilisers, which was in the range of 5-6 per
cent of revenue receipts between 2004-05 and
2007-08, but shot up to 13.49 per cent in 200809. In absolute terms, fertiliser subsidy increased
from Rs. 32,490 crore in 2007-08 to Rs. 75,849
crore in 2008-09. The subsidy is designed to
provide fertilisers to farmers at a fixed maximum
retail price (MRP), a price that is administratively
set, and varies by the type of fertiliser. This
dispensation has completely discouraged fresh
investment in indigenous production of fertilisers,
and the cost-plus formula carries little incentive
for improved production efficiency. Stagnant
domestic production has resulted in increasing
import dependence over time. India, as a major
importer with a commitment to providing
subsidised fertiliser at a fixed price, has in turn,
been at the mercy of an international fertiliser
oligopoly. The subsidy has risen explosively
because the subsidised price has not been revised
since 2001, whereas the prices of inputs into
fertiliser production as also of fertiser imports,
have risen substantially, exacerbated by the
adverse international market structure. Further,
despite the rising subsidy bill, use of fertilisers has
not brought about a commensurate increase in
agricultural productivity. On the contrary, the
price pattern has had a distortionary impact on the
pattern of nutrient application, resulting in
declining fertiliser response ratios.
4.24 The explicit subsidies reported in the budget
of the Central Government do not include
off-budget bonds issued to oil marketing and
fertiliser companies. Though the administered price
mechanism for petroleum products was
discontinued, there is still no deregulation of
petroleum product prices. International price of
crude increased from an average of US $38 per
barrel in 2004 to US $54 per barrel in 2005, and
further to US $70 per barrel in April-June, 2006.
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This was followed by a sharp increase in the price
of crude to US $147 per barrel in July 2008. Linked
with this increase in crude prices there was also a
significant increase in the prices of fertiliser
imports. In order to partly compensate the oil
marketing companies selling petroleum products at
government determined prices, the Centre has
started issuing bonds to oil companies. The value
of oil bonds, which amounted to about 0.50 per cent
of GDP in the years 2005-06 to 2007-08, has shot
up to 1.43 per cent of GDP in 2008-09. Oil bonds
do not fully reflect the extent of subsidy on
petroleum products. Upstream oil companies and
oil marketing companies share a part of the
under-recoveries on petroleum products. The
practice of issuing off-budget bonds to fertiliser
companies started in 2007-08. Fertiliser bonds as
a percentage of GDP increased from 0.16 per cent
of GDP in 2007-08 to 0.38 per cent of GDP in 200809. Taking into account the off-budget bonds issued
to oil marketing and fertiliser companies and to
other institutions, the augmented revenue and fiscal
deficit would work out to 6.34 and 7.99 per cent of
GDP, respectively, in 2008-09.
4.25 A study sponsored by us and carried out by
the National Institute of Public Finance and Policy
(NIPFP) shows the regressive nature of all major
explicit subsidies on food, fertiliser and petroleum
products. Per capita explicit subsidies received in
the poorer states of Bihar, Jharkhand, Madhya
Pradesh, Orissa and Uttar Pradesh are found to
be much lower as compared to the average for all
states. Despite inherent defects in the subsidy
regime, reforms have remained a major policy
challenge. Subsidies differ from other components
of public expenditure, which target provision of
public goods like defence. Subsidies variously
support private consumption and/or production
inputs in a manner such that their incidence is
difficult to quantify. Unless the subsidies are
pruned and better targeted, investment in public
infrastructure will suffer. As regards oil subsidy,
continuation of the present system of insulating
domestic consumers against rising international
prices will be a drag on the fiscal situation of the
country and goes against the tenets of conservation.
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Oil subsidy, besides disproportionately benefiting
the more developed states, has negative effects on
the environment.
Summary
4.26 To sum up, the following are the main trends
in the Centre’s finances in recent years:
i)

The fiscal correction path, following the
enactment of FRBMA was more or less on
track till 2007-08, after a pause in 2005-06.
A number of developments, particularly the
slowdown of the economy and its adverse
impact on revenue growth, increasing
commodity prices, anti-recessionary
measures, farm loan waiver and
implementation of the recommendations of
the Sixth CPC, have resulted in a worsening,
going beyond the reversal of the fiscal
correction achieved till 2007-08.

ii) Despite deterioration in all fiscal indicators
in 2008-09 and 2009-10, the debt-GDP ratio
remained stable, or even declined
marginally. This was because of the growth
of nominal GDP remaining higher than the
average nominal interest rate.
iii) Though the tax-GDP ratio has come down
in 2008-09, it is still higher than the level
reached in 2004-05. The fall in the aggregate
tax-GDP ratio in 2008-09 would have been
sharper but for buoyant revenues from
corporation tax and service tax. There has
been a continuous increase in the tax-GDP
ratios of these taxes till 2008-09. While the
tax-GDP ratio in respect of corporation tax
is expected to be maintained even in
2009-10, that of service tax is expected to
witness a marginal fall. With buoyant
revenues from corporation tax, revenue from
direct taxes has, for the first time, overtaken
that from indirect taxes in 2007-08.
iv) Total expenditure of the Centre relative to
GDP witnessed a significant contraction
between 2003-04 and 2006-07, after which
it started rising again, despite moderation in
capital expenditure. Rising revenue

expenditure, particularly in 2008-09 and
2009-10, contributed to growth in total
expenditure. Within revenue expenditure
there was sharp increase in expenditure on
pay and allowances, as well as subsidies.
v) Resumption of the path of fiscal correction
is crucial to achieving a sustainable fiscal
situation at the Centre. Though softening of
international oil prices has provided some
relief, reverting to the high growth path and
a strategy to exit from the expansionary fiscal
stance put in place as a countercyclical
measure will hold the key to fiscal correction.
In recent years, off-budget liabilities of the
Centre have assumed alarming proportions.
In 2008-09, off-budget bonds issued to oil
marketing and fertiliser companies
amounted to Rs. 95,942 crore or 1.80 per
cent of GDP.

Review of State Finances
4.27 Improvement in state finances started
around 2004-05, aided by a higher rate of growth
of the economy and the resultant increase in
buoyancy of the states’ own tax revenues as well as
central transfers. This improvement further
received a boost with the FC-XII recommending an
increase in the states’ share in net central taxes from
29.5 per cent to 30.5 per cent. FC-XII also
recommended the Debt Consolidation and Relief
Facility (DCRF) comprising consolidation of central
loans contracted till March 2004 and outstanding
on 31 March 2005, along with debt write-offs,
linked to reduction of the revenue deficits of states
and containment of fiscal deficit at the 2004-05
level. Enactment of fiscal responsibility and budget
management legislations was made a pre-condition
for states to avail the benefits under DCRF. FC-XII
recommended that each state enact FRL which
should, at the minimum, provide for elimination of
revenue deficit by 2008-09 and reduction of fiscal
deficit to 3 per cent of GSDP. Following this
pre-condition stipulated by FC-XII, 21 states put in
place FRL beginning 2005-06. Karnataka, Kerala,
Tamil Nadu, Punjab and Uttar Pradesh had already
enacted fiscal responsibility legislation even before
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Table 4.7: Aggregate State Finances: Fiscal Indicators
(per cent of GDP)
Year
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08

Revenue
Deficit

Fiscal
Deficit

Primary
Deficit

Revenue Deficit/
Fiscal Deficit

Debt/GDP

1.25
0.19
-0.71
-0.94

3.40
2.56
1.69
1.51

0.65
0.20
-0.60
-0.61

36.77
7.52
-41.98
-62.46

32.49
31.81
29.73
27.59

Note: Minius (-) sign indicates surplus.
Source: Basic data from State Finance Accounts

this condition was imposed by FC-XII. West Bengal
and Sikkim are the only states which are yet to do
so. The enactment of FRL brought an element of
discipline into budget-making by the states. Another
major development having a considerable bearing
on improvement of state finances was the
introduction of VAT by most states in 2005-06. This
has improved the tax base of the states by replacing
the single point sales tax previously in place.
Trends in Aggregate Fiscal Indicators
4.28 Aided by buoyant own revenues and central
transfers following the higher growth of the economy,
there was consistent improvement in almost all fiscal
indicators of states from 2004-05 to 2007-08 (Table
4.7). The revenue account of states turned surplus
in 2006-07 from a deficit of 1.25 per cent of GDP in

2004-05. The fiscal deficit declined significantly
from 3.40 per cent in 2004-05 to 1.51 per cent of
GDP in 2007-08. The primary balance also turned
surplus in 2006-07 from a deficit of 0.65 per cent of
GDP in 2004-05. The surplus on the revenue account
provided more fiscal space to states to enhance their
capital spending. In line with other fiscal indicators,
the debt-GDP ratio too exhibited a declining trend.
4.29 Factors contributing to the fiscal correction
by states are presented in Table 4.8. There was
significant improvement in total revenue receipts
of states by 1.71 percentage points of GDP, between
2004-05 and 2007-08. While all the components
of revenue receipts contributed to this
improvement, the primary contributors are
transfers from the Centre followed by own tax

Table 4.8: State Finances: Sources of Fiscal Correction
(per cent of GDP)
2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

Change
2007- 08/
2004-05

2008-09 2009-10
(RE)
(BE)

I. Total Revenue (A+B)

11.49

11.99

12.92

13.20

1.71

13.87

13.60

A. Own Revenue

7.25

7.24

7.73

7.70

0.45

7.70

7.60

i) Tax Revenue

5.78

5.91

6.11

6.07

0.29

6.21

6.27

ii) Non-tax Revenue

1.47

1.33

1.62

1.63

0.16

1.50

1.33
6.00

B. Transfers from Centre

4.24

4.75

5.18

5.50

1.26

6.16

i) Tax Share

2.49

2.65

2.92

3.22

0.73

3.26

3.17

ii) Grants

1.75

2.10

2.27

2.29

0.54

2.90

2.83

12.73

12.18

12.21

12.26

-0.47

13.59

14.09

2.75

2.36

2.29

2.12

-0.63

1.96

1.95

14.62

14.33

14.53

14.73

0.11

16.53

16.73

II. Revenue Expenditure
Of which: Interest Payments
III. Total Expenditure
IV. Revenue Deficit

1.25

0.19

-0.71

-0.94

-2.19

-0.27

0.50

V. Fiscal Deficit

3.40

2.56

1.69

1.51

-1.89

2.64

3.23

VI. Primary Deficit

0.65

0.20

-0.60

-0.61

-1.26

0.68

1.28

Memo: Non-debt capital receipts

0.26

0.25

0.18

0.17

-0.09

0.31

0.12

Source: Basic Data from State Finance Accounts
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revenues. During this period, revenue expenditure
declined by 0.47 per cent of GDP largely on
account of decline in interest payments by 0.63
per cent of GDP. Thus, as in the case of the Centre,
aggregate fiscal improvement at the level of the
states was mainly revenue-led, particularly
through transfers from the Centre. Central
transfers to states will be much higher than those
reported in Table 4.8 if the benefit of the DCRF
recommended by FC-XII is taken into account.
Under the DCRF, central loans amounting to
Rs. 1,13,601 crore have been consolidated and an
amount of Rs. 18,717 crore has been written off by
the end of 2008-09. Interest relief obtained by
states amounted to Rs. 15,689 crore in the four-year
period 2005-09.
4.30 As part of its countercyclical measures in
the wake of the global economic downturn, the
Centre had raised the market borrowing limit of
states by Rs. 30,000 crore in 2008-09 and allowed
them to exceed their fiscal deficit target by 0.50
percentage points, to 3.5 per cent of GSDP in
2008-09. The fiscal deficit target was further
raised to 4 per cent of GSDP in 2009-10. The target
for elimination of the revenue deficit was shifted
by a year to 2009-10. The revised estimates of
2008-09 and budget estimates for 2009-10
indicate deterioration in the aggregate finances of
states owing to lower growth of own revenues and
transfers from the Centre on one hand, and
increase in revenue expenditure on the other. The
revenue surplus of states declined from 0.94 per
cent of GDP in 2007-08 to 0.27 per cent in 200809 (RE). Fiscal deficit increased by 1.13 per cent
to 2.64 per cent of GDP in 2008-09. The revenue
account of states is estimated to turn into a deficit
of 0.50 per cent of GDP in 2009-10 (BE) after

registering a surplus in the preceding three years.
The aggregate fiscal deficit of states is budgeted
to increase further to 3.23 per cent of GDP in
2009-10, close to the level obtaining in 2004-05.
The primary balance of states, which remained in
surplus in 2006-07 and 2007-08, turned into a
deficit of 0.68 and 1.28 per cent of GDP in
2008-09 (RE) and 2009-10 (BE), respectively.
Trends in Aggregate Revenues of States
4.31 There was improvement in all the
components of revenue receipts of states between
2004-05 and 2007-08. Own tax revenues as a
proportion of GDP improved from 5.78 per cent in
2004-05 to 6.07 per cent in 2007-08, the highest
so far (Table 4.9). Non-tax revenues improved,
albeit sluggishly, from 1.47 per cent to 1.63 per cent
in the same period. Share in central taxes, which
had improved considerably following the
recommendations of FC-XI, further improved in the
award period of FC-XII. Share in central taxes as a
percentage of GDP went up from 2.49 per cent in
2004-05 to 3.22 per cent in 2007-08.
4.32 An area of concern for states in the sharing
of net central tax revenue is the sharp increase in
the proportion of cesses and surcharges in the gross
tax revenue of the Centre, from 3.51 per cent in
2001-02 to 13.63 per cent in 2009-10 (BE). This has
considerably reduced the proportion in gross tax
revenue of the Centre of net tax revenues shareable
with states.
4.33 The second issue with regard to sharing of
central taxes relates to the actual share in the net
tax revenue of the Centre devolved to states.
Following the 80th Amendment of the Constitution
facilitating sharing of the net proceeds of all central

Table 4.9: Trends in Aggregate State Revenue Receipts
(per cent of GDP)
Year
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08

Own Tax
Revenues

Own Non-tax
Revenues

Share in
Central Taxes

Plan
Grants

Non-plan
Grants

Total
Revenue

5.78
5.91
6.11
6.07

1.47
1.33
1.62
1.63

2.49
2.65
2.92
3.22

1.31
1.21
1.44
1.57

0.44
0.89
0.82
0.72

11.49
11.99
12.92
13.20

Source:Basic data from State Finance Accounts
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taxes, FC-XI and FC-XII recommended that the
share of states in the net proceeds of central taxes
be fixed at 29.5 per cent and 30.5 per cent,
respectively. However, the actual shares devolved
to states as per the finance accounts have been lower
than the percentages recommended by these
Commissions. The actual shares devolved to states
in 2005-06, 2006-07 and 2007-08, the first three
years of FC-XII award for which finance accounts
are available, amounted to 29.36, 28.95 and 29.64
per cent of net shareable tax revenues of the Centre,
respectively. The Ministry of Finance has explained
that the amounts reported in the Union finance
accounts do not fully cover the actual collections
under cesses and surcharges and that after
accounting for these, the releases to states are in
alignment with their share in net central taxes as
recommended by the Finance Commissions. We are
of the view that there is a need for more
transparency in the current procedure. We,
therefore, recommend that this matter be looked
into by the Ministry of Finance with a view to
ensuring that finance accounts fully reflect the
collections under cesses and surcharges under
relevant heads, so that there are no inconsistencies
between the amounts released to states in any year
and the respective percentage shares in net central
taxes recommended by Finance Commission for
that year.

revenue foregone as a result of tax concessions. Loss
of revenue on account of tax concessions in respect of
both direct and indirect taxes is estimated at
Rs. 4,18,0951 crore for the year 2008-09. The National
Institute of Public Finance and Policy (NIPFP) study
for the Commission has allocated revenue foregone
on account of select exemptions and tax preferences,
accounting for 65 per cent of tax expenditures in direct
taxes and about 18 per cent of those reported in the
receipts budget for excise duty across states, based on
the estimated shares of individual states. The study
shows that Himachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand are
far ahead of other states in terms of per capita gain
from tax expenditures because of area exemptions.
Excluding area-based exemptions, Karnataka emerges
at the top with a per capita gain of Rs. 922, followed
by Haryana and Goa with a per capita benefit of
Rs. 700 each. The per capita benefit is much lower for
the poorer states. This raises the question about the
rationale for continuing with tax exemptions involving
huge revenue losses and disproportionate benefit
derived by the relatively developed states. There is a
strong case for phasing out many of the tax
exemptions. This should happen in the normal
course with the proposed introduction of Goods and
Services Tax (GST).
4.35 Among the other components of revenue
receipts, improvement in plan and non-plan grants
was 0.26 and 0.28 percentage points of GDP,
respectively between 2004-05 and 2007-08. Taking
all the components together, the revenue receipts
of all states increased from 11.49 per cent in
2004-05 to 13.20 per cent of GDP in 2007-08.

4.34 Another area of concern is the tax concessions
extended by the Centre. In the interests of
transparency, the Central Budget reports figures of

Table 4.10: Aggregate State Finances: Expenditure Indicators
(per cent of GDP)
Year

Total Revenue
Expenditure

2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08

Interest
Payments

12.74
12.18
12.21
12.26

2.75
2.36
2.29
2.12

Pension

1.18
1.14
1.13
1.19

Plan
Revenue
Expenditure
1.89
1.94
2.17
2.39

Non-plan
Revenue
Expenditure

Capital
Expenditure

10.85
10.24
10.04
9.88

1.88
2.14
2.32
2.47

Source : Basic data from State Finance Accounts

1
The estimates of tax expenditures are based on short term impact analysis assuming that the underlying tax base would not be affected by the removal
of tax exemptions and that all other tax provisions would remain unchanged. These assumptions may not hold good in all cases. Thus, the estimates of
tax expenditure are subject to a number of limitations and can only be taken as indicative. Furthermore, in the case of customs, the duty foregone is
estimated as the difference between the collection rate and the enacted rate, even when the latter might have been substantially reduced by an
administrative notification.
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Trends in Aggregate Expenditure of States
4.36 In contrast to growth in revenue receipts, all
the components of revenue expenditure, with the
exception of plan revenue expenditure, have
exhibited a declining trend in the period 2004-05 to
2007-08 (Table 4.10). Total revenue expenditure as
a percentage of GDP declined from 12.74 per cent in
2004-05 to 12.26 per cent in 2007-08. Within total
revenue expenditure, while non-plan expenditure
witnessed a sharp decline from 10.85 per cent to 9.88
per cent, plan expenditure increased from 1.89 per
cent to 2.39 per cent in the same period. Interest
payments moderated from 2.75 per cent of GDP in
2004-05 to 2.12 per cent in 2007-08. This decline
can be attributed to the interest relief obtained by
states from the DCRF, amounting to Rs. 15,689 crore
over the period 2005-09. The debt swap scheme,
which was operational during 2002-05 also
contributed to the reduction in interest payments.
An amount of Rs. 1,02,034 crore of high-cost debt
was swapped under the scheme, resulting in savings
in interest payments for states. It may, however, be
difficult to sustain the reduction in revenue
expenditure because of the pay revisions. A number
of states have revised pay scales of employees in the
light of the recommendations of the Sixth CPC.
Karnataka and Kerala revised their pay scales in 2007
and 2004, respectively. The increase in plan revenue
expenditure of states is on account of increased
transfers through Centrally Sponsored Schemes.
4.37 Aggregate capital expenditure of states
registered improvement in the period 2004-05 to
2007-08 following reduction in revenue
expenditure and the surplus on revenue account in
the years 2006-07 and 2007-08. Between 2004-05
and 2007-08, the aggregate capital expenditure of
states went up by 0.59 percentage points of GDP.
Power and Irrigation Subsidies
4.38 Subsidy for the power sector is the largest
component of State Government subsidies. Most of
the State Power Utilities (SPUs) have negative
financial flows. As SPUs are fully owned by State
Governments, the financial performance of these
entities has a direct bearing on state finances. State
Governments’ support to SPUs mainly consists of

direct subsidies, subventions, contribution to
equity, direct loans and extending guarantees to
loans raised. According to a study sponsored by the
Commission, the aggregate impact of the support
to SPUs on state finances amounted to about
Rs. 30,000 crore in 2007-08. Out of this, direct
subsidy provided by State Governments amounted
to about Rs. 18,000 crore. Guarantees extended on
loans raised by the power sector constituted 36 per
cent of the total guarantees extended by State
Governments in 2007-08. The power sector in most
states is beset with high technical and commercial
losses, irrational power tariffs and inefficient
distribution and transmission infrastructure,
resulting in huge losses. Losses in the power sector
are expected to be a major drag on the finances of
State Governments, and therefore, the problems
confronting this sector need to be addressed in a
time-bound manner.
4.39 Subsidies to the irrigation sector are mostly
implicit in nature, arising from gross
under-recovery of user charges. Cumulative public
investment in the irrigation sector amounted to
over Rs. 2,50,000 crore at the end of the Tenth
Five-Year Plan (2006-07). Ideally, these
investments should generate a net return. The
distressing fact is that receipts from the sector do
not even cover the expenditure on operation and
maintenance of irrigation projects. In 2006-07,
revenue receipts of all states from the irrigation
sector aggregated to Rs. 1666 crore, accounting for
only 16 per cent of the non-plan revenue
expenditure of states on irrigation. The main
problems of the sector are very low water rates,
poor collection efficiency, high establishment cost
and lack of maintenance of irrigation projects.
State Level Public Sector Undertakings
4.40 State level public sector undertakings (PSUs)
continue to remain a drag on the finances of State
Governments. Cumulative financial support by way
of contribution to equity, loans and subsidies to
state PSUs stood at Rs. 91,947 crore, Rs. 1,70,492
crore and Rs. 25,026 crore, respectively at the end
of March 2008. Outstanding guarantees extended
by states on the loans raised by PSUs amounted to
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Rs. 1,12,723 crore and constituted 60 per cent of
the total outstanding guarantees of all states at the
end of March 2008. As per the information received
from states, dividend and interest payments by
PSUs amounted to Rs. 167.41 crore and Rs. 1684.97
crore, respectively in 2007-08. While dividend
amounted to 0.18 per cent of equity, interest
payments amounted to 0.99 per cent of the
outstanding loans. These percentages are abysmally
low and nowhere near the desired levels of 5 per
cent return on equity and 7 per cent interest on
outstanding loans suggested by FC-XII.
Summary
4.41 The main trends in the aggregate position of
state finances can be summarised as follows:
i)

There was considerable improvement in the
aggregate finances of states following higher
growth of own tax revenues and increased
transfers from the Centre. The revenue
account of states turned surplus in 2006-07
and continued to remain in surplus in
2007-08. This is ahead of the target date of
2008-09 recommended by FC-XII. The
process of fiscal consolidation in states was
helped in no small measure by the enactment
of FRBMA by most states by bringing in rule
based management of public finances.

ii) There was only a marginal reduction in the
revenue expenditure of states. Reduction in
interest payments as a proportion of GDP was
higher than reduction in revenue expenditure.
iii) Subsidies by states to power and irrigation
sectors, both explicit and implicit, are a big
drag on the finances of states. The
performance of state level PSUs continues
to remain poor.
iv) One noteworthy development was the
increase in the aggregate capital expenditure
of states following reduction in revenue
expenditure and the surplus on the revenue
account.
v) The expected reduction in the growth of
own revenue receipts and central transfers,
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along with increasing expenditure
commitments on account of pay revisions
are likely to pose a threat to the fiscal
correction achieved so far.

State Finances: A
Comparative Perspective
4.42 Improvement in the various fiscal indicators
has not been uniform across states (Table 4.11). In
2004-05, among the general category states,
revenue accounts of only four states—Bihar,
Chhattisgarh, Karnataka and Madhya Pradesh—
were in surplus. By 2007-08, revenue accounts of
all states, with the exception of Kerala, Punjab and
West Bengal, turned surplus. Thus, in all but three
general category states, elimination of the revenue
deficit was achieved one year ahead of the target
year of 2008-09 prescribed by FC-XII. In the
special category, five states were in revenue deficit
in 2004-05, but by 2006-07, the revenue accounts
of all turned surplus and remained so in 2007-08.
The revenue surplus in many of the special category
states was of a higher magnitude relative to their
respective GSDPs as compared to those in the
general category. The higher revenue surplus in
these states is indicative of the higher revenue
account transfers to these states. Central transfers
account for over 70 per cent of the revenue receipts
of special category states.
4.43 With surpluses on the revenue account, the
fiscal deficits of states went into financing capital
expenditure. This marks the qualitative dimension
in the fiscal correction achieved by states. There
was also significant quantum correction. Eleven
of the 17 general category states had fiscal deficits
exceeding 3 per cent of GSDP in 2004-05. This
number came down to just five in 2007-08. These
five states were Goa, Kerala, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh
and West Bengal. Of these, two had a revenue
surplus in 2007-08. Thus, fiscal correction
was largely achieved much before 2008-09, the
target year for containing the fiscal deficit at 3 per
cent of GSDP.
4.44 Among the 11 special category states, only
four (Jammu & Kashmir, Mizoram, Nagaland and
Uttarakhand) had fiscal deficits exceeding 3 per cent
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Table 4.11: Comparative Performances of States: Revenue and Fiscal Deficits
(per cent of GSDP)
Revenue Account (Surplus(-))
States

2004-05
1

Fiscal Account Deficit (Surplus(-))

2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 Difference 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 Difference
(5-2)
(10-7)

2

3

4

5

6

7

Andhra Pradesh
Bihar
Chhattisgarh
Goa
Gujarat
Haryana
Jharkhand
Karnataka
Kerala
Madhya Pradesh
Maharashtra
Orissa
Punjab
Rajasthan
Tamil Nadu
Uttar Pradesh
West Bengal

1.22
-1.47
-0.33
1.07
2.13
0.28
0.61
-1.09
3.33
-1.60
2.59
0.73
3.48
1.83
0.35
2.84
3.94

0.03
-0.10
-2.51
0.16
0.18
-1.14
0.05
-1.38
2.52
-0.03
0.88
-0.61
1.13
0.51
-0.85
0.45
3.15

-1.04
-2.52
-4.13
-0.97
-0.70
-1.26
-1.51
-2.21
1.85
-2.60
-0.16
-2.48
-1.64
-0.43
-1.01
-1.57
3.06

-0.05
-4.42
-3.97
-1.01
-0.70
-1.51
-1.72
-1.75
2.33
-3.57
-2.56
-4.11
2.78
-0.99
-1.57
-1.00
2.63

-1.27
-2.95
-3.64
-2.08
-2.84
-1.78
-2.33
-0.66
-1.00
-1.97
-5.15
-4.84
-0.70
-2.82
-1.91
-3.84
-1.31

3.89
1.70
2.75
4.80
4.60
1.29
4.32
2.40
4.04
6.05
4.81
1.91
4.22
5.24
2.75
5.27
5.11

Total: GCS

1.62

0.40

-0.72

-1.02

-2.63

Arunachal Pradesh
0.27
Assam
0.56
Himachal Pradesh
5.02
Jammu & Kashmir -2.32
Manipur
-2.00
Meghalaya
0.86
Mizoram
-4.33
Nagaland
-2.90
Sikkim
-10.54
Tripura
-4.75
Uttarakhand
4.01
Total: SCS
0.63
All States
1.56

-6.23
-2.61
-0.36
-1.49
-7.98
-1.15
-2.43
-3.65
-10.75
-6.74
0.28
-2.17
0.24

-20.44
-3.47
-0.67
-1.96
-8.39
-3.37
-8.43
-8.62
-11.06
-8.27
-3.02
-3.78
-0.90

-18.57
-3.66
-2.66
-3.42
-21.31
-2.47
-3.99
-5.89
-14.91
-8.04
-1.87
-4.35
-1.20

-18.84
-4.22
-7.68
-1.10
-19.31
-3.33
0.34
-2.99
-4.37
-3.29
-5.88
-4.98
-2.76

8

9

10

11

3.52
4.62
0.79
4.51
2.85
0.27
10.18
2.19
3.36
3.93
4.02
0.35
2.42
3.98
0.98
3.60
4.09

2.10
3.05
-0.06
3.36
2.22
-0.93
1.45
2.49
2.68
2.15
2.27
-0.90
0.50
2.67
1.51
3.08
4.19

2.81
1.62
0.17
3.29
1.56
0.86
2.79
2.48
3.76
1.95
-0.49
-1.31
3.35
2.05
1.27
4.01
3.69

-1.08
-0.08
-2.58
-1.51
-3.04
-0.43
-1.53
0.07
-0.28
-4.10
-5.29
-3.22
-0.87
-3.20
-1.48
-1.26
-1.42

4.10

3.19

2.15

1.90

-2.21

13.54
3.92
7.85
6.86
9.84
5.39
9.59
4.08
11.58
2.90
9.19
6.30
4.24

8.80
-0.62
2.83
9.96
5.36
2.83
14.71
5.41
8.13
1.17
7.18
3.86
3.23

-3.14
-1.12
3.25
6.65
8.89
1.07
6.40
2.44
4.68
-1.28
2.98
2.01
2.14

0.24
-1.12
1.73
8.38
-1.79
2.82
11.91
5.52
2.73
0.14
5.12
2.46
1.93

-13.29
-5.04
-6.12
1.52
-11.63
-2.58
2.32
1.44
-8.85
-2.75
-4.07
-3.84
-2.31

Notes: 1. The fiscal indicators presented in Tables 4.11 to 4.14 are based on non-comparable estimates of GSDP and do not tally with those given in
Chapter 9 which are based on comparable estimates of GSDP.
2. The ratios presented in Tables 4.11 to 4.14 are relative to GSDP of states and therefore do not match with those in Tables 4.7 and 4.8, which
are relative to GDP. The aggregate ratios given in Tables 4.11 to 4.14 can be converted into ratios with reference to GDP by multiplying them
with the conversion factors of 0.8024, 0.7930, 0.7889 and 0.7821 for the years 2004-05, 2005-06, 2006-07 and 2007-08, respectively.
3. GCS: General Category States; SCS: Special Category States.
Source: Basic data from State Finance Accounts

of GSDP in 2007-08, as compared to 10 in
2004-05. Fiscal correction in special category states
is characterised by large year-to-year variations,
both within and across states, because of the low
and fluctuating nature of GSDP in these states.
4.45 Figures 4.2 and 4.3 decompose the
correction in the revenue deficit-GSDP ratios of
general category and special category states,
respectively. Correction is decomposed into

increase in own revenue, increase in central
transfers, and decrease in revenue expenditure. In
the general category there are wide variations across
states in the extent of correction achieved through
improvement in own revenue and compression of
revenue expenditure. However, in the majority of
states, the correction is revenue-led, with major
corrections coming from central transfers. There
was no revenue expenditure compression in special
category states, with the exception of Assam, Sikkim
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Figure 4.3: Reduction (+) in Revenue Deficit
in Special Category States: 2007-08 over 2004-05

Difference (per cent of GSDP)

Difference (per cent of GSDP)

Figure 4.2: Reduction (+) in Revenue Deficits in
General Category States : 2007-08 over 2004-05

Table 4.12: Outstanding Debt Relative to GSDP: State-wise Position
(per cent of GSDP)
States

2004-05
1

2005-06

2

2006-07

2007-08

Difference (5-2)

3

4

5

6

Andhra Pradesh
Bihar
Chhattisgarh
Goa
Gujarat
Haryana
Jharkhand
Karnataka
Kerala
Madhya Pradesh
Maharashtra
Orissa
Punjab
Rajasthan
Tamil Nadu
Uttar Pradesh
West Bengal

35.30
58.02
27.31
37.89
37.59
25.91
26.33
31.32
39.63
41.23
30.91
50.53
46.89
51.28
27.25
53.28
50.01

33.70
58.01
24.11
37.58
37.02
25.40
31.55
31.10
38.45
42.27
32.11
48.98
45.25
51.28
27.15
53.21
47.88

32.18
49.61
22.00
39.21
34.56
22.63
30.98
30.64
36.61
41.56
30.34
43.30
39.97
47.93
25.25
51.96
44.35

31.16
48.49
18.95
38.27
31.44
19.73
31.10
27.94
35.78
38.81
26.70
37.29
39.47
46.29
22.14
50.60
42.82

-4.14
-9.53
-8.37
0.38
-6.15
-6.18
4.77
-3.39
-3.85
-2.42
-4.21
-13.24
-7.41
-4.98
-5.11
-2.68
-7.19

Total: GCS

39.18

38.82

36.44

34.01

-5.17

Arunachal Pradesh
Assam
Himachal Pradesh
Jammu and Kashmir
Manipur
Meghalaya
Mizoram
Nagaland
Sikkim
Tripura
Uttarakhand
Total: SCS
All States

62.29
33.40
71.68
58.47
67.48
37.43
110.44
52.62
69.10
50.40
115.79
60.56
40.49

80.09
32.22
68.44
63.27
77.09
40.61
109.48
56.30
73.82
47.06
112.11
60.58
40.12

69.73
31.13
63.73
64.04
78.37
39.68
103.70
55.71
71.70
44.79
103.21
58.02
37.69

68.13
29.87
60.73
67.17
79.40
41.30
102.74
54.00
76.33
42.08
94.13
56.30
35.28

5.84
-3.53
-10.94
8.70
11.92
3.87
-7.69
1.38
7.24
-8.31
-21.66
-4.26
-5.21

Note: GCS: General Category States; SCS: Special Category States.
Source: Basic data from State Finance Accounts
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and Tripura. As in the case of the general category
states, transfers from the Centre have played a
major role in fiscal correction.
4.46 The debt-GSDP ratio represents the final
outcome of all the budgetary transactions, particularly
the borrowings contracted to finance fiscal deficits
over the years, and is an important indicator of fiscal
correction. In consonance with the reduction in fiscal
deficits there was reduction in the debt-GSDP ratio of
the general category states by over 5 percentage points
of GSDP in 2007-08 over 2004-05 (Table 4.12). In
seven out of the 17 general category states, debt-GSDP
ratio exceeded 40 per cent in 2004-05 as compared
to the group average of 39.18 per cent. By 2007-08,
the number of such states had come down to four,

viz., Bihar, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal.
Among these, Uttar Pradesh, and West Bengal have
fiscal deficits exceeding 3 per cent of GSDP. Bihar,
though a revenue surplus state, had the highest
debt-GSDP ratio in 2004-05. All the states except Goa
and Jharkhand managed to bring about reduction in
their debt-GSDP ratio. FC-XII recommended that the
debt-GSDP ratio be brought down to 28 per cent over
a period of time so as to be consistent with the fiscal
deficit target.
4.47 Though the aggregate debt-GSDP ratio of the
special category states in 2007-08 was lower as
compared to the 2004-05 level, the debt position of
six of the 11 states, which had registered a revenue

Table 4.13: Own Tax Revenues: Comparative Performance of States
Average OTR/ GSDP
States
1

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

2

3

4

( per cent )
2007-08 Difference (5-2)
5

6

Buoyancy
1998-08
7

Andhra Pradesh
Bihar
Chhattisgarh
Goa
Gujarat
Haryana
Jharkhand
Karnataka
Kerala
Madhya Pradesh
Maharashtra
Orissa
Punjab
Rajasthan
Tamil Nadu
Uttar Pradesh
West Bengal

7.72
4.57
7.20
7.46
6.85
7.95
4.64
10.73
8.13
7.25
7.90
5.85
7.13
7.18
9.57
6.36
4.76

8.14
4.44
7.36
8.21
7.14
8.53
5.01
11.09
7.86
7.84
7.66
6.37
8.19
7.63
10.16
6.74
4.43

8.89
4.08
7.85
8.89
7.25
8.64
5.09
12.38
8.38
8.17
7.87
6.65
7.31
7.82
10.57
7.37
4.29

9.21
4.84
7.34
8.27
7.13
7.87
5.00
12.07
8.42
8.43
8.22
6.64
7.20
7.97
10.20
7.25
4.24

1.49
0.27
0.13
0.81
0.28
-0.07
0.35
1.35
0.29
1.19
0.32
0.79
0.07
0.79
0.64
0.89
-0.51

1.327
0.685
1.128
1.348
0.944
1.199
1.76
1.593
1.097
1.321
1.168
1.608
1.455
1.571
1.376
1.534
1.145

Total: GCS

7.35

7.59

7.88

7.89

0.53

1.322

Arunachal Pradesh
Assam
Himachal Pradesh
Jammu & Kashmir
Manipur
Meghalaya
Mizoram
Nagaland
Sikkim
Tripura
Uttarakhand
Total: SCS
All States

1.76
5.16
5.43
5.57
1.78
3.58
1.61
1.46
5.48
2.89
6.09
4.88
7.20

2.13
5.59
5.88
6.13
1.88
4.00
2.04
1.86
5.43
3.15
6.82
5.36
7.46

2.30
5.46
5.84
6.20
2.28
4.38
2.27
1.86
6.12
3.32
8.46
5.64
7.75

2.45
4.77
6.12
8.05
2.59
4.20
2.36
1.83
6.36
3.29
8.05
5.68
7.76

0.69
-0.40
0.70
2.48
0.80
0.62
0.75
0.36
0.88
0.41
1.96
0.80
0.56

2.398
1.628
1.362
1.952
1.991
1.591
2.779
1.441
1.542
1.572
2.316
1.916
1.343

Note: GCS: General Category States; SCS: Special Category States.
Source: Basic data from State Finance Accounts
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